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ON THE OBLIGATION OF THE STATE TO EXTEND A RIGHT OF
SELF-DEFENSE TO ITS CITIZENS
CLAIREOAKES FINKELSTEINt
INTRODUCTION

A certain way of arguing for legal rights is common in liberal political
discourse. It suggests that the State is obligated to extend a given right to its
citizens, based on their possession of a parallel, or closely related, moral
right. Someone might argue for a legal right to abortion, for example, by
claiming that women have a prior moral right to make choices concerning
their bodies. Or someone might argue for a private club's entitlement to restrict its membership by saying that people have a right to associate in their
private lives with whomever they wish.1 This way of arguing has also historically been used to evaluate existing legal regimes more generally. It
was, for example, the charge of the American Declaration of Independence
against the British that all men have certain rights, such as the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, that the Crown had failed to respect.2
It was no less prevalent in the rhetoric of the French Revolution, where the
French monarchy's indifference to a supposed set of natural rights was a
way of describing its transgressions against the French people. More recently, the Preamble to the United Nation's Universal Declaration of Human Rights asserts that the "recognition of the... inalienable rights of all
members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and

t RockefellerFellow, UniversityCenterfor HumanValues, PrincetonUniversity(199899); ActingProfessorof Law,Universityof California,Berkeley. I wish to thankLarryAlexander,MarciaBaron,Meir Dan-Cohen,PeterDetre,David Gauthier,RuthGavison,Sanford
Kadish,Leo Katz, Phil Montague,ConnieRosati, Sam Schefflerand Alan Wertheimerfor
theirhelpfulcommentson variousdrafts. I also wish to thankKim Kemptonfor her assistancewith research.
I
The fact that abortionand free associationare also constitutionalrightsis not relevant
here,becausethe argumentis frequentlymadeto supportnonconstitutional
rightsas well. A
versionof it has even been usedto supportlaws restrictingcrueltyto animals,on the grounds
that animalshave moralrightsthatthe Stateis boundto respect. See ANIMAL
RIGHTSAND
HUMANOBLIGATIONS
105-38 (Tom Regan & Peter Singer eds., 2d ed. 1989).
2
THEDECLARATION
OFINDEPENDENCE
para. 2 (U.S. 1776). Some constitutional schol-

ars claimthatcertainconstitutionalprovisionswere meantto incorporatethe naturalrightsof
citizens. See CHARLESL. BLACK, JR., A NEW BIRTHOF FREEDOM: HUMANRIGHTS,
NAMEDAND UNNAMED5-40 (1997) (arguing that the Framers intended the Ninth Amend-

ment,amongothers,to referto a set of naturalrightsthey conceivedcitizensas possessing).
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peace in the world," and the document proceeds to offer a list of specific
entitlements designed to provide a standard for assessing the domestic law
of all nations.3
The traditional attack on this way of arguing is to reject the idea of
natural or "extrapolitical"moral rights altogether. Ever since natural rights
reached sufficient prominence to enter mainstream political thought, they
have been greeted by a chorus of skeptics who reject the idea that the rights
human beings have in civil society can be meaningfully assessed by comparing them to a set of entitlements human beings may have in an imaginary
natural condition.4 Jeremy Bentham, for example, famously called the idea
of natural rights "nonsense upon stilts."5 Edmund Burke, rejecting the
rhetoric of rights so beloved by the French revolutionaries, insisted that the
rights of man are a matter "to be settled by convention," ratherthan by theory.6 Karl Marx wrote derisively about the "so-called rights of man, which
he thought reflected the bourgeois view of man as "an individual withdrawn
behind his private interests and whims and separated from the community."7
It is difficult to know how to begin to resolve this kind of ontological
dispute, as any debate between the rights theorist and the skeptic seems
likely to devolve into a battle of intuitions. One is left simply to choose up
sides, accepting or rejecting the political conclusions accordingly. If we reflect carefully on the move from moral to legal rights, however, a different
query emerges, one that shows more promise of being resolved by argument
than is the debate with the skeptic. Even if we concede the existence of extrapolitical moral rights, what relevance do they have for the legal rights of
citizens? After all, there is no entailment from a premise like
Human beings have a moral right to X
to a conclusion like
Human beings should have a legal right to X
or
The State has an obligation to extend a legal right to X

3 UniversalDeclarationof HumanRights,G.A. Res. 217(III)(A),U.N. Doc. A/810, at 71
(1948).
4 While someonemightwish to arguefor a set of extrapolitical,moralrightsthatare not
natural,the traditionalcontrastis betweenthe rightshumanbeings have in civil society and
the rightsthey have in nature.
Anarchical Fallacies, in THEWORKSOFJEREMYBENTHAM489,
52 JEREMYBENTHAM,

501 (JohnBowringed., Russel& Russel 1962)(1838-1843).
IN FRANCE67 (Thomas H.D.
ON THEREVOLUTION
6EDMUNDBURKE,REFLECTIONS
Mahoney ed., The Liberal Arts Press 1955) (1790).
7
WRITINGS39, 54
KARLMARX, On the Jewish Question, in KARLMARX: SELECTED
(David McLellan ed., Oxford Univ. Press 1977) (circa 1843).
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We are accustomedto hearingstatementsof the firstsortas providinga
reason for statementsof the second sort. Upon furtherreflection,however,
it is not clearwhy this shouldbe so. Why wouldthe moralrightsof citizens
place the Stateunderan obligation,and what could the natureof that obligationbe? Is it a moral obligation? Or is the obligationbased on political
considerations,suchas thosethatbearon a State'slegitimacy?
Inattentionto the gap betweenmoraland ideal legal rightsis not limited
to ordinarypoliticaldiscourse. Contemporarymoralphilosopherscontribute to the tendencyby focusing exclusively on the parametersof various
moralrightsand failingto tracethe implicationsof these rightsfor civil society. Presumablythey arenot indifferentto the politicalimplicationsof the
moralrightsfor whichthey argue. More likely, moralphilosophersalso assumethe politicalrelevanceof such rights. If we wereto considerthe move
from moral to legal rights more carefully,however, any such assumption
would appearunwarranted.
In this Article,I addressthe relationbetweenmoraland legal rightsin
the contextof the rightto self-defense. I suggestthateven whenthe rightto
self-defenseis conceivedin its strongestform,it is not easily shownthatthe
Stateis obligatedto respectconductin its exercise. AlthoughI focus on one
particularright,I suspectthata numberof the othermoralrightsthatliberal
politicalthinkersuse to arguefor correspondinglegal rightswould be subject to the same difficulty.8 I do not, however, attemptto establishthis
broaderclaimhere.
In Part I, I considera way of establishingthe relevanceof the moral
rightto self-defensefor the correspondinglegal rightthat seems consistent
with liberalrightsdiscourse. This accountwould make use of a standard
featureof rights in the philosophicalliterature,namely that rights impose
duties on otheragents. In the case of self-defense,the relevantduties are
duties of noninterference.It follows that the State may not forbidacts of
self-defense,since this wouldconstituteinterferencewith the moralrightits
citizenshaveto performthem. The State'sobligationto extenda legal right
of self-defenseto its citizens, on this account,is based on a more general
obligationto respectthe moralrightsindividualshave. I call this the "Moral
ObligationArgument."
A difficultywith this way of arguing,however,stems fromthe fact that
the right to self-defense is subjectto conflict with other instancesof the
8 More
specifically, I suspect that moral rights to do or to refrain from doing things have
only weak implications for their corresponding legal rights. Property rights, by contrast, seem
better suited to the picture ordinary rights discourse and moral philosophers have in mind.
Even then, the picture is not free from difficulties. See discussion infra at notes 35-38 (presenting a contradictory example).
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right,and that in these cases the duty of noninterferencedoes not necessarily hold. Of particularimportanceis the positionof thirdpartiesin the face
of a conflict between two equally entitled self-defenders: the question is
whethera thirdpartymay interveneon one side or the otherof such a conflict or whethershe remainssubjectto the dutyof noninterference
whichthe
self-defense
Part
II
to
that
the
fact
thateach
normallyimposes.
argues
right
partyto the conflict is actingfroma claim of rightdoes not obligatea third
partyto stay out of the fray. If this is correct,the MoralObligationArgumentmustbe abandoned.
PartIII considersa possible strategyfor rescuingthe foregoingway of
moving fromthe moralto the legal rightto self-defense. One could shrink
the scope of the moralright,reducingit to those instancesin whichthe right
is not subjectto conflict. It would then be possibleto preservethe idea that
the State is undera duty of noninterferencefor some instances,even if it
mustbe relinquishedfor others. I argue,however,thatthe shrunkenpicture
of the rightto self-defenseis not a plausibleone andthata unifiedtreatment
allows for a more compellingaccount. The possibilityof conflicts of right
in one class of cases thus puts pressureon the view that the right imposes
in othercases.
dutiesof noninterference
In light of the foregoing difficulties,I suggest that the moral right to
self-defenseis betterunderstoodas a moralpermissionto favor one's own
life over the life of anotherthan as a right, as moral philosopherswould
hold. Moralpermissions,unlike rights, allow othersto interferewith the
exerciseof the entitlement,providedthatthe act of interferenceis permissible on other grounds. If self-defense is a mere permission,the question
whetherthe Stateshouldextenda rightof self-defenseto its citizens cannot
be answeredby pointingto the underlyingmoralentitlementand sayingthat
the State has a duty to respectit. This leaves the problemof whetherthe
Statemustrespectthe entitlementunresolved.
As we see in PartIV, thereis historicalprecedentfor conceivingof selfdefense as a mere permissionratherthan as a right. ThomasHobbes and
SaintThomasAquinas,for example,both treatthe entitlementin this way.
Crucialfor our purposesis that neitherthinksthe entitlementirrelevantfor
establishinga correspondinglegal right. Each, in differentways, attempts
to show thatthe underlyingmoralentitlementultimatelydoes supplya reason to thinkthe Stateobligatedto extend a correspondinglegal right. Unfortunately,however, secularpolitical philosophycannot adopt either approachin its entirety,for each dependson the ideathatstatescan owe duties
to God. Accordingly,in Part V, I reconsiderthe question Hobbes and
Aquinasaddress. I arguethata secularaccountof the State's obligationto
extend a right of self-defenseto its citizens must be sought not in moral
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philosophy,but in the substantivepoliticalconsiderationsthatestablishstate
legitimacy. In this Article,I can only suggestthe shapethatsuch an account
would take. My hope is thatthe Article will at least help to revive the political dimensionof the problemof self-defense,a dimensionthat has been
discussionsof the right.
largelylost in contemporary
I. CONFLICTSOF RIGHT

Whenphilosophersassertthe existenceof a moralrightto self-defense,
they meanthata persondefendingher life or bodily integrityundercertain
circumstanceshas a basis for demandingthatothersrespecther entitlement
to do so. The pointis a standardone aboutthe natureof rights: to say that
someone has a right implies that others have various obligationsarising
fromthe existenceof the right.9 In the terminologyoften used, the entitlement to defend one's life with force is thoughtof as a "claimright." The
distinguishingmark of claim rights, as opposed to "liberties"or "liberty
rights,"is that they are correlativewith duties.10If self-defenseis a claim
right,we would like to know what kind of dutiescorrelatewith it, and who
bearsthese duties. The most commondutyassociatedwith self-defenseis a
duty not to interferewith the exerciseof the right,11a dutyborneby the entire world.12Thus, if I have a rightto defendmyself with the use of lethal
force and I have a gun, it is not permissiblefor anyoneto interferewith my
self-protection,say, by removingthe bulletsor by disablingme frompulling
the trigger. Similarly,if I am defending myself against an aggressor,it
should not be permissiblefor someone to renderhim assistance. Among

9 This way of thinkingaboutrightsis most often associatedwith Hohfeld'sdiscussionof
LEGALCONCEPTIONS
36
legal rights. See WESLEYNEWCOMBHOHFELD,FUNDAMENTAL

(1919) (calling"right"and"duty""juralcorrelatives").It has becomethe predominantway
of thinking about moral rights as well. See JUDITHJARVISTHOMSON,
THEREALMOFRIGHTS

39 (1990) (applyingthe Hohfeldianideaof rightsas correlativewithdutiesto moralrights).
10 Hohfelddoes not
say thatrightsare"claimrights,"but he does explainthe notionof a
rightas a kindof claim. See HOHFELD,
supranote 9, at 38 ("If... we shouldseek a synonym
for the term 'right'... perhapsthe word 'claim' would prove the best."). The expression
"claimright"is generallypreferableto "right,"becausesome philosophers,such as Hobbes,
use the term"right"to referto what Hohfeldwould call a "liberty"or "privilege."See infra
PartIV (discussingpre-moder approachesto the legal rightof self-defense). To avoidambiguity,I shalldistinguish"claimrights"from"libertyrights."
As Thomsonwrites,if X is tryingto defendlife andlimb,Y "infringe[s]a claimof X's
if Y interferes."THOMSON,supranote 9, at 280.
12 To be more precise,we could say, as Hohfelddoes, that there is no such thing as a
rightagainstthe whole world. As he says, "thesupposedsingle rightin rem correlatingwith
'a duty' on 'all' personsreallyinvolvesas manyseparateanddistinct'right-duty'relationsas
therearepersonssubjectto a duty." HOHFELD,supranote 9, at 94.
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other things, this would be a way of interfering with my exercise of the right
to self-defense.13
The claim-right picture of the right to self-defense suggests a way of
accounting for the move from the moral to the legal right. While the argument is usually not made explicitly,14 it follows naturally from the foregoing
view of rights. It also seems to provide a compelling way to explain the
move from moral to legal rights, given the assumptions of liberal political
theory.15 The argument would run as follows. If I have a right to selfdefense, others have a duty to refrain from impeding my right to selfdefense or even from doing anything that would make it more difficult for
me to defend myself. This duty extends both to my attacker and to third
parties who might seek to intervene. If I am exercising a right to selfdefense against you, for example, you have a duty not to oppose my use of
force. Similarly, a third party observing the conflict has a duty to refrain
from assisting my opponent or from placing obstacles in my way.
There is no reason to suppose the State, as a third party, would be in
any different position from an ordinary citizen in this regard. It would be
impermissible, for example, for a police officer to interfere with my efforts
to defend myself, at least if not done in the service of defending me himself.
One way the State can create an obstacle to a person's exercise of the right
to self-defense is to threaten to punish him for assaulting or killing another
in his own defense.l6 In this sense, we can think of the State as a shadow

13 A
right to self-defense can on occasion generate more specific duties, such as a duty of

assistance. If you have a gun thatI coulduse to defendmyself againstan attack,for example,
you mayhave a dutyto let me use it, at leastif it is no greathardshipforyou to do so.
14
TAKING
DWORKIN,
Perhapsthe clearestarticulationof this view appearsin RONALD
184-91 (1977), which explains that the view that citizens have moral
RIGHTS
SERIOUSLY
rights againsttheir governmentsimplies that governmentdoes wrong if it does not respect
these rightsin law. Anotherversionof this thesis is presentedby HenryShue,who beginshis
book with the statement: "A moral right provides... the rationalbasis for a justified demand... that the actualenjoymentof a substancebe ... socially guaranteed...." HENRY
AFFLUENCE,AND U.S. FOREIGNPOLICY13 (1996).
SHUE, BASIC RIGHTS: SUBSISTENCE,

Laterhe explainsthatthe fact thatrightsmustbe socially guaranteedis what imposesduties
on the Stateto protectmoralrights.
15 I do not meanto suggestthatthe accountI am aboutto offer suppliesthe only possible
way of movingfrommoralto legal rights. On a Hegelianaccountof the notionof a right,for
example,the move would be made quite differently. See ErnestJ. Weinrib,Rightand AdL. REV.1283 (1989) (exploringHegel's notionof abvantagein PrivateLaw, 10 CARDOZO
stractright). I do wish to suggest,however,thatit is the best accountof this move thatis consistentwith basic liberalpresuppositions.
16 Someone might wish to questionwhetherthe State would indeed interferewith the
rightto self-defenseby outlawingit. Afterall, a personneed not refrainfromdefendingher
life simplybecauseshe might laterbe subjectto punishmentfor it. So in what sense would
punishingacts of self-defenseinterferewith them? First,the interferencein questionis interferencewith the exerciseof a right,andmakingself-defenseillegal woulddo that,becauseit
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thirdpartyto the exerciseof a firstparty'srightof self-defensein civil society, since the State is always in a positionto intervenewith the exercise of
the rightthroughlegislation. Underthe claim-rightpictureof self-defense,
then, the State has a duty to permitself-defensiveconduct because such
conductconstitutesthe exerciseof a moralright. This way of defendingthe
move fromthe moralto the legal rightis what I am callingthe "MoralObligationArgument."
Sensible as the MoralObligationArgumentmay seem, I shall suggest
that someone who seeks to defend the move from the moral to the legal
rightto self-defensein this way will encountera dilemma: eithershe must
settle for an implausibleaccountof the rightin orderto preservethe Moral
ObligationArgument,or she must sacrificethis way of accountingfor the
move fromthe moralto the legal rightby abandoningthe view thatthe right
imposesdutiesof noninterferenceon thirdparties. On the formerstrategy,
the accountof the rightto self-defensewill be unconvincing.On the latter,
we lose an appealingreasonfor thinkingthe existence of a moralrightto
self-defensecompelsthe extensionof the correspondinglegal right,and it is
not readilyapparentwhatotherargumentwe can put in its place.
The source of the difficultyis the fact that individualshave a rightto
defend themselves against innocent attackersas well as against culpable
ones. But when the rightis exercisedagainstinnocentstherecan be no generaldutyof noninterference.It follows thatthe MoralObligationArgument
fails where the exercise of the right against innocentsis concerned. The
State'sdutyto respectthe moralrighton the foregoingpicturemustbe limited to the exercise of the rightagainstculpableaggressors. Hence the dilemma: eitherone mustdistortthe accountof the moralrightby limitingit
to a right exercised against culpableaggressors,or one must abandonthe
claim that the moral rightto self-defenseplaces the State undera duty of
noninterference.
The moder view of rights as imposing duties arguablyenteredthe
philosophicallandscapewith Locke.17UnlikeHobbes,Locke sees the state

would createa countervailingdutyto refrainfromperformingself-defensiveacts. Second,it
does not quiteseem correctto say thatforbiddingself-defensewouldnot interferewith a person's ability to defend himself, at least if the person is rational. For the State can always
authorizepunishmentthat is worse than the consequencesof not defendingoneself. This
would constituteinterferencein the same way that punishingrobberyinterfereswith a person's abilityto rob. For beatingone's attacker,for example,the Statecould authorizedeath,
andforkillingone's attacker,it couldauthorizetortureandthendeath.
17
See A. JOHNSIMMONS,THELOCKEAN
THEORYOFRIGHTS71-73 (1992) (arguing that

Locke'sprimaryconceptionof rightis thatof claimright). Simmons,however,suggeststhat
Locke may have gotten the notion originallyfrom Puffendorf. See id. at 73. But see A.I.
MELDEN,RIGHTSANDPERSONS230-31 (1977) (noting that Locke ushered in the modem the-
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of natureas a conditionof limited entitlement. The Law of Naturemandatesnot only self-preservation,
butalso that"noone oughtto harmanother
in his life, health,liberty,or possessions."18Naturalrightsare not infinite;
they are constrainedby their own identityas sources of limitationon the
harmit is permissibleto inflict on others. The MoralObligationArgument
fits nicely with a Lockeanconceptionof rights, because naturalrights on
this view imposerestrictionson the powersof the Statein civil society.
It should not be surprising,then, that the difficulty with innocentaggressors first becomes evident in Locke's own discussion of the right to
self-defense. Locke thinks a personwho expressesa "settleddesign upon
anotherman's life, puts him in a state of war with him againstwhom he has
declaredsuch an intention."19The reasonfor this is thatthe victim's right
to life imposes a duty of noninterferenceon the attacker,which he violates
by threateningto kill the victim. The familiarproblemLocke's account
raises is how it can be permissiblefor a personto kill his assailant,given
thatthe assailantalso has rightsthathe is boundto respect. Locke's answer
is that assailants"arenot underthe ties of the commonlawof reason,"and
thatthey "haveno otherrule, but thatof force and violence, and so may be
treatedas beasts of prey."20By attacking,an aggressorforfeitshis rightto
life. In the absenceof such a right,an aggressormay be treatedlike an animal-that is, he may be hunteddown andkilled.
It is awkward,however, to supposethat an innocentaggressorplaces
himself in a state of war with the one he attacks. Considera young child
who formsno maliciousintentionsor a personwho reasonablybut mistakenly thinks he is defending his own life. Is it plausibleto suppose that
merelyby endangeringthe life of another,the innocentaggressorstripsherself of the rightsthat distinguishher from the beasts? The difficultywith
innocentaggressorsbecomes even more acute when we considerLocke's
suggestionthat the right to self-defenseis an instanceof the naturalright
men have "tojudge of, and punishthe breachesof that law in others... in
crimes where the heinousness of the fact ... requires it."21 Surely children

and the insanedo not meritpunishmentfor attackingsomeone if theirconditiondefeatsresponsibilityfor theiractions.
Contemporary"Lockeans"are fortunatelymore awareof the difficulty
thanLockewas, andthey have takenup the challengeto his account. Judith
ory of rights); 'NONSENSE UPON STILTS': BENTHAM, BURKE AND MARX ON THE RIGHTS OF

MAN7 (JeremyWaldroned., 1987)(describingLockeas introducingmodemrightstheory).
18
JOHN LOCKE, SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT ? 6 (C.B. Macpherson ed., Hackett Publ'g Co. 1980) (1690).
19
Id.? 16.
20
Id.
21
Id. ? 87.
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Thomson, for example, has attempted to show that the forfeiture of right on
the part of an aggressor does not depend on his culpability. Indeed, she argues that someone who poses a threat to your life need not even be aggressing against you in order for him to have forfeited the rights that would
otherwise make it impermissible for you to kill him.2 All that is necessary,
she suggests, is that the person threatening your life will otherwise kill you if
you do not kill him.23 By killing you, a person infringes your right not to be
killed by him. It is thus permissible for you to kill someone who would
otherwise kill you, to prevent the infringement of your right not to be killed
by him. Unlike Locke, Thomson provides the correct intuitive scope for the
right to self-defense, but she does so at a cost: she is now unable to avail
herself of the Moral Obligation Argument that seemed so natural on
Locke's account. So by arguing for a unified right to self-defense that applies to both culpable and nonculpable sources of harm, she has foreclosed
the usual way-we might loosely call it Locke's way-of establishing the
existence of a mandatory legal right to self-defense, namely to infer it from
the existence of a moral right to the same.
To see this, consider a now canonical example in the philosophical literature on self-defense, the case of the so-called innocent threat.24 The innocent threat is a man who has been pushed off the edge of a cliff and is
barreling toward you as you sit on a terrace below. The problem is that he
is fat, very fat, and if he lands on you he will kill you. The only thing you
have time to do is shift the position of an awning over your head. If you do
shift the awning, he will be catapulted into a ravine and die, and you will

22

See JudithJarvisThomson,Self-Defense,20 PHIL.& PUB.AFF. 283, 299 (1991) (arguingthatself-defenseis permissibleagainst"threats"as well as againstaggressors).
Thatis, for Thomson,the underlyingrightis the rightnot to be killed, ratherthanthe
rightto life, as it was for Locke. See id. at 288. Thomsonshows convincinglythatit is problematicto thinkof the underlyingrightinvolvedas a rightto life. But it is also problematicto
thinkof it as she does. Forone thing,the rightmustalso includethe rightnot to be assaulted,
the rightnot to be raped,etc. We couldof courselist the manythingsyou are entitledto use
force to preventanotherpersonfrom doing to you and call that the right, or, alternatively,
thinkof the rightas dividedinto a seriesof smallerself-defensiverights. But it seems less ad
hoc to thinkof the variousduties involvedas stemmingfrom a single, nondisjunctiveright,
suchas a rightto bodilyintegrity.
It also seems questionableto link the definitionof the rightto the act by which a person
would infringeit. Definingthe rightthis way runsthe riskof makingthe rightvacuous: it is a
rightthatanothernot do A, whichplacesan obligationon X not to do A, exceptin the case in
whichX has a rightto do A.
24 See Thomson,supranote 22, at 287. It adaptsone of RobertNozick's examples. See
ROBERTNOZICK,ANARCHY,STATE,ANDUTOPIA34-35 (1974). I shall adhere to Thomson's

terminologyand distinguish"innocentthreats"from "innocentaggressors." SometimesI
shallreferto these categoriescollectivelyas "innocents,"since the differencebetweenthemis
not importantforourpurposes.
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survive. If you do not shift the awning,you will die andhe will survive,because you will breakhis fall. Thomsonthinksit permissiblefor you to shift
the awning, because the innocentthreatwill infringeyour right not to be
killed by him if he landson you. You may kill him to preventthe infringementof right.25Most philosopherswho have consideredthe exampleagree
that it would be permissiblefor you to shift the awning,so let us grantthis
claim.
Now modify the example a bit. Supposethe innocentthreatsees you
aboutto shift the awning,and he hasjust enoughtime to pull out a gun and
shootthe handleof the awning(he is a very good shot). This would disable
you from openingthe awning. May he do so? Or does your rightto shift
the handleof the awning impose a duty on him to refrainfrom interfering
with yourattemptto shift the awning? I suspectmanywill thinkthatif it is
permissiblefor you to shift the awning, it is permissiblefor the innocent
threatto protecthimself by shootingthe handle of the awning. After all,
you are now somethingin the natureof an innocentthreatto him, since you
threatento infringehis rightnot to be killed by you.26 And if it is permissible for you to protectyourselfby shiftingthe awningat the sametime thatit
is permissiblefor him to protecthimselfby shootingthe handleof the awning, the rightto self-defensedoes not impose a duty of noninterferencein
this case. At least it does not do so with respectto a personwhose life is
endangeredby the exerciseof yourrightto self-defense.
Now perhapssomeonewill wantto rejectthe claimthatit is permissible
for the innocentthreatto shoot the handleof the awning. For unlikeyour
shiftingthe awning,his shootingthe handleis designedto keep you in place
to use you as a cushionto breakhis fall. Youarenot seekingto makeuse of
him. You wouldbe happyif he neverexisted. He, on the otherhand,seeks
to press your body into service (so to speak) to save himself from dying.
Arguably,this is impermissible. Notice, for instance,that if we say it is
permissiblefor the innocentthreatto shoot the handle of the awning, we
mightalso have to allow thathe could shootyou to preventyou from moving the handle. Whatif insteadof moving the awning,you simply prepare
to step out of the fallingman'spath? May he shoot you to preventyou from

25

See Thomson,supranote 22, at 287-89.
I suggestthatyou are an innocentthreat,ratherthanan innocentaggressor,since you
arenot reallyaggressingagainsthim, even thoughyou are intentionallydoing somethingyou
know will harmhim. But again,nothingin the argumentturnson the distinctionbetweeninnocentthreatsandaggressors.
26
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stepping out of his path? Surely not! So why should it be permissible for
him to shoot the handle of the awning to prevent you from moving it?27
I think it is probably permissible for the innocent threat to shoot the
handle of the awning. But I also think it probably is not permissible for him
to shoot you to prevent you either from moving the awning or from stepping
aside, and I admit that it may not be easy to reconcile these intuitions.
Similarly, if you had a gun and could use it to shoot the gun out of his hand
in order to prevent him from shooting the handle of the awning, I think it
would be permissible for you to do so. This might be true even if it were
not permissible for you to shoot him to prevent him from shooting the handle of the awning.28 What could explain these distinctions? One difference
between the cases may be helpful: shooting the handle of the awning is an
attempt to interfere with your act of self-defense, with the foreseeable but
collateral consequence that you will die; shooting you, on the other hand, is
a direct attack on you. The duty not to interfere with the self-defensive act
of another is possibly less stringent than the duty not to initiate a fresh attack. This would be true if the right to self-defense were a weaker right than
the right violated in a direct attack, such as the right to life or the right not to
be killed or harmed unjustifiably.29 But we are not yet in a position to appeal to the weakness of the right to self-defense to explain the difference
between these examples.30 For the moment, then, let us simply accept that it
27 David Gauthierhas suggestedto me thatit would violate the Lockeanproviso for the
innocentthreatto shoot the handleof the awning. The proviso,underGauthier'sinterpretation, says thatit is permissibleforyou to save yourown life only if you do not "better[][your]
situationthroughinteractionthat worsens the situationof another." DAVIDGAUTHIER,
MORALS
BY AGREEMENT
205 (1986). The provisoallows you to shift the awning,because
the innocentthreatis made no worse off by your interactionwith him thanhe would have
been in the event of yournonexistence,andshiftingthe awningwould leave you no betteroff
thanyou wouldhave been withouthis existence. He may not shootthe handleof the awning,
however,becausehe wouldbe betteringhimselfby yourexistence,given thathe would have
diedhadyou neverexisted.
28 But since it would be permissiblefor you to shoot the innocentthreatin orderto preventhim fromlandingon you, this variationdoes not have anypracticalimplications.
9 On the comparativestrengthof the rightto life andthe rightto self-defense,see Baruch
Brody,Thomsonon Abortion,1 PHIL.& PUB.AFF.335, 337 (1972), arguingagainstThomson
on groundsthatthe rightto self-defenseof the expectingmotheris weakerthanthe rightto
life of the fetus), and SusanLevine, TheMoralPermissibilityof Killinga 'MaterialAggressor' in Self-Defense,45 PHIL.STUD.71 (1984), arguingthata mother'srightto self-defense
cannottrumpher fetus' rightto life. Thomsonherself appearsto hold the reverseposition.

See JUDITHJARVISTHOMSON, Self-Defense and Rights, in RIGHTS,RESTITUTION, AND RISK

46 (WilliamParented., 1986).
30 The examples,afterall, arepartof the argumentdesignedto substantiatethe claimthat
self-defenseis a weakerkindof right. Notice thatthe distinctionbetweenshootingthe handle
andshootingyou mighttakecareof the difficultywiththis case underGauthier'sproviso. See
supranote 27. Forthe innocentthreatis not tryingto betterhimselfby yourexistence,but is
simplyseekingto avoidbeing catapultedinto a ravineby hittingan awning. Suppose,for ex-
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would be permissiblefor the innocent threatto shoot the handle of the
awning,even if it would not be permissiblefor him to shoot you.
In general,whenevera personlegitimatelydefends himself againstan
innocent,namelysomeonewho poses a threatto his life but who is not culpably attackinghim, the innocenthas a rightto defend himself againstthe
self-defensiveattackby seekingto interferewith it. Whatthis suggests, at
least in the first instance,is thatthe rightone has to defendone's own life
againstinnocentsmay not be as strong(or not as weak) as the claim-right
picturewould lead one to think. Not as strongbecauseit does not operateto
the exclusion of otherconflictingrights. Not as weak becauseit may operate in the face of such conflictingrights-it is not as easily eliminatedas the
claim-rightpicturewould suggest. Of particularrelevancefor the Moral
ObligationArgumentare the implicationsfor thirdparties. If the right to
self-defenseagainstinnocentsdoes not imposea dutyof noninterferenceon
one's assailant,perhapsit does not imposedutiesof noninterference
on third
if
either.
And
this
is
we
cannot
infer
a
on
the
correct,
parties
duty
partof
the Stateto extenda legal rightto self-defensefromthe existenceof the underlyingmoralright. In orderto preservethe MoralObligationArgument,
then, one would have to show thatthirdpartiesremainsubjectto duties of
noninterferencein the case of a conflictof first partyrights. Let us accordingly attendmore carefullyto the situationof a third partywho happens
uponthe scene as the innocentthreatbeginsto fall.
II. THIRDPARTIES

Suppose a thirdpartysizes up the situationaccurately: she sees that
without interference,the man falling from the cliff will land on you and
crushyou, but she also sees you aboutto shift the awningand him aboutto
shootthe handleof the awning. Whatshouldthe thirdpartydo? Orperhaps
we shouldask: whatmay the thirdpartydo, assumingshe is inclinedto interfere? The following answer seems in keeping with the claim-rightapproach. Yourrightto shift the awningplaces othersundera duty of noninterference. Normallyit places all others undera duty of noninterference,
butherewe mustallow an exception. The personfallingfromthe cliff has a
rightto defendhimselfagainstyou andexercisingthatrightwill requirehim
ample,he thinkshe wouldhave a betterchanceof survivinghittinga terracethanfallingintoa
ravine. Is he obligatedto allow himselfto be catapultedinto the ravinejust becausethereis a
personin his pathon the terrace?
Even if this responsedoes not meet the claim of provisoviolation,Shelly Kaganhas provided reasonsto questionwhetherbaselinetests such as the provisoare defensible,andthus I
am uncertainwhetherto thinkof the rightto self-defenseas limitedin the way Gauthiersuggests.

See SHELLYKAGAN, THE LIMITSOF MORALITY92-101 (1989) (giving counter-

examplesto baselinetests).
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to interfere with your right to defend yourself against him. A third party,
however, is not situated in this way. She has no such right, and thus she
cannot escape from the duty under which your right places her. Only the
possession of an opposing right could release the third party from the duty
not to interfere with your right to self-defense.31
Similarly, the innocent threat has a right to shoot the handle of the
awning, and this right normally places others under a duty of noninterference. There is an exception, however, in your case, since you are directly
threatened by his attempt to shoot the handle and you have a right to defend
yourself against the threat to your life. (Recall that you may shoot the gun
out of his hand to prevent him from shooting the handle of the awning.)
Once again, however, a third party remains subject to the duty not to interfere with the innocent threat's right to shoot the handle of the awning, since
she has no opposing right whose assertion would release her from that duty.
Although third parties generally have a moral permission, but not a
right, to assist a person acting in his own defense, they also have a duty not
to interfere with the valid exercise of such a right. A duty not to interfere is
surely stronger than a mere moral permission to interfere. Thus in a case of
conflicting rights to self-defense, a third party's permission to assist is outweighed by her duty not to interfere. Moreover, the duty of noninterference
the third party has with respect to one side is perfectly compatible with the
duty of noninterference she has with respect to the other. If there is no right
to interfere on either side, and a duty not to interfere on both sides, the clear
course is for the third party not to interfere. That way she can satisfy both
of her duties and interfere with no one's right.
Matters would be different if a third party had a duty to assist someone
acting in his own defense. For in this case the third party would have a duty
31 There is a debateover whetherto thinkof the
duty as overriddenin such a case, or
whetherto thinkof it as extinguishedby a conflictingduty. See, e.g., RuthBarcanMarcus,
Moral Dilemmasand Consistency,77 J. PHIL.121, 126 (1980) (defendingthe formerposition). The problemwith the firstsolutionis thata personhas a dutyto do A, even thoughhe
also has a conflicting,andperhapsstronger,dutyto do B. And it seems strangeto say thata
personhas a duty to do A and a duty to do B when satisfyinghis duty to do A precludeshis
satisfyinghis dutyto do B. Forthenwe wouldhave to allow boththata personoughtto do A,
andthathe oughtto do B, whenhe cannotdo bothat once. If he oughtto do A, it wouldseem
to follow thathe oughtnot to do B. But since he oughtto do B, it looks as thoughit is simultaneouslytrueandfalsethathe oughtto do B-a contradiction.
Thomsonpointsout, however,thatwe need not inferthata personoughtto do A fromthe
factthathe has a dutyto do A. He mighthave a dutyto do A, even thoughhe oughtnot to do
A, given thathis dutyto do B is strongerthanhis dutyto do A. Thomsonalso arguesthatif
we thinkof the duty to do A as extinguishedby the conflictingdutyto do B, we will have a
difficulttime makingsense of the "moralresidue"thatremainsfrom failingto do A, such as
the duty to apologize or to make amendsto the person to whom doing A is owed. See
THOMSON,
supra note 9, at 82-87.
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to assistyou, say, by shootingthe gun out of the handof the innocentthreat,
andshe would have an incompatibledutyto assist him, say, by shootingthe
handleof the awning. While she mightbe able to accomplishboth of these
tasks seriatim(suppose our third party is a really good shot), that would
hardlysatisfy both duties of assistance,since the end resultwould be that
you would be crushed. Under these circumstances,assisting both parties
cannottrulycount as assistingyou. So if therewere an affirmativeduty to
assist both parties,those duties could not both be satisfied, and the third
partywould face a dilemma. In this case, it would be permissiblefor herto
drawon otherconsiderationsto resolvethe conflict,suchas thatone partyis
workingon a promisingcure for cancer,thatone partyis her child,thatone
party is a serial killer, or even that one party is congenitallyclumsy and
keeps endangeringpeople by falling off cliffs. Becausethereis no general
duty to assist persons defending themselves, however, third parties only
have a moralpermissionto assist, and a permissionmusttake a back seat to
any dutythatmighthappento conflictwith it.
So far so good for the Moral ObligationArgument. Self-defenseis a
claim right that places others undera duty of noninterference.A person
(say B) whose rightis threatenedby the exerciseof another's(say A's) right
32
to self-defensedoes not have this dutyof noninterference.3B may interfere
with the exercise of A's rightto self-defense in orderto vindicatehis (B's)
right. WhereA threatensB's rightto life,33B is exercisinga rightto selfdefense, a right that places others under a duty of noninterference. But
since A is exercisinga rightwith which B is seeking to interfere,A is not
subjectto this duty. ThusA and B both have a rightto self-defenseunder
the circumstances,and the exercise of neitherrightplaces the otherundera
duty of noninterference.By contrast,a thirdparty(say C) is subjectto the
duty of noninterferencethat correlateswith bothA's and B's rightto selfdefense. C, afterall, is not exercisinga conflictingrightwith which these
rightsinterfere.And, barringspecial circumstances,C has no dutyto assist
thatmightreleaseher fromher dutynot to interfere.C thushas no basis for
seekingto interferewith eitherA's or B's rightto self-defense. The correct
courseis for C to stay out of the fray.
As third partyto the right of self-defense of its citizens, the State is
subjectto a dutyof noninterference.It looks, then,as thoughthe Statemust
grantits citizensa legal rightto self-defenseunless it can makea conflicting
claim of right. Arguably,the State is not itself a bearerof rights;only the

32

At any rate,he does not have a conclusivedutyof noninterference.
33 Oras Thomsonwouldsay, the rightnot to be killedby the personattacking.
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citizens that empower it possess such rights.34 The State is therefore obligated to extend a legal right of self-defense to its citizens, since failure to do
so would constitute an impermissible interference with their moral right to
the same.
Now someone might wish to argue that while an ordinary third party
normally has a permission, but not a duty, to assist someone defending his
life, the State is not an ordinary third party. Unlike a private citizen, after
all, a policeman who stood by and did nothing while a group of thugs beat a
person to death would be seriously remiss in his obligations. And if the
State has a duty to assist, we would have an argument for why it may interfere with the right in cases of conflict: the State may interfere because it has
conflicting duties of assistance, and it must avail itself of subsidiary considerations in order to resolve this conflict. But I think the Moral Obligation
Argument is safe from this criticism. For even if the State does have a duty
to assist in the above sort of case, we cannot infer from this a general duty
to assist self-defenders. After all, the State's duty might extend only to persons attacked by those lacking any conflicting claim of right. We would
need a separate argument for determining the scope of the State's duty, and
we cannot assume a general duty of assistance in supplying such an argument.
But now notice that there do seem to be cases in which a third party
may weigh reasons for intervening, even though she has a duty not to intervene. Here is another example discussed by Thomson.35 Suppose A is a
property owner and B has a sick child. A's property right places a duty on
others not to interfere with A's use of his property, say, by entering it without A's permission. But the only route to the hospital B can take if he is to
save the life of his child requires him to cross A's property, and A is not
home for B to ask permission. May B cross the property? Surely the answer is "yes." One explanation might be that B has a right to secure medical
attention for his child which conflicts with A's right to keep people off his
land. And because the damage to B will be very great if he cannot exercise
this right, and the damage to A very slight if he cannot exercise his right to
keep people off his land, B's right ought to prevail over A's.36

34 One exceptionto this appearsin the international
arena,where we think of states as
havingsovereigntyrightsagainstotherstates. Butthis is not the sortof rightat issue here.
See THOMSON,supranote 9, at 98-100.
36 MustB's right always prevailover A's in virtueof the fact that the formerconcerns
bodily integrityandthe lattermerelyproperty?Forexample,whatif the damageto A's propertywouldbe very greatandthe consequencesof B's failingto reachthe hospitalwouldbe a
much lesser harmthanthe deathof his child? Supposehis child would lose an arm. What
abouta finger?
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Presumablyit would still be permissiblefor A to seek to keep B off his
property,for example,by installinga fence aroundthe perimeter.37Suppose
thatA is busy puttingthe finishingtoucheson his fence, and B arrives,sick
child in tow. B is tryingto find a place to cross the land andA is tryingto
preventhim from crossing. As we have said, B's rightto cross the land is
more stringentthanA's right,even if A may still try to keep B off the land.
Wouldit not be permissiblefor C, then,who is watchingthe conflict,to interveneon B's side, by removinga portionof the fence? Indeed,we could
say thatC oughtto help B if he helps anyone,since B has the strongerclaim
This is so even thoughC is not obligatedto help
underthe circumstances.38
B.

Notice, however, that the Moral ObligationArgumentimplies that C
oughtnot to help B. For it looks as thoughC would violate a duty to A not
to interferewith the exercise of a right,namelythe rightA has to keep people off his landby maintaininga fence aroundit. Matterswould be different if C hada dutyto assist B, but we are assumingC has no such duty. So
if C has no dutyto assist on eitherside, and a duty to refrainfrom interfering on both sides, once again it looks as thoughC ought to stay out of the
fray. In particular,the fact that B has the strongerof the two claims does
not give C licenseto intervene,since by helpingB he would be violatinghis
dutyto A not to intervene. The conclusionin this case, however,seems unacceptable. Surely C may interveneon the side of the person with the
strongerright. If this is correct,it cannotbe truethat a thirdparty'smoral
permissionto assist is always weakerthana duty she has not to interfereon
one side or the otherof a conflictof rights.
The result is striking: the fact that each partyto a conflict is acting
from a claim of right,in combinationwith the fact that a thirdpartyhas a
permission,but no right,to intervene,does not entailthat a thirdpartymay
not interveneon one side or the otherof such a conflict. Althougha third
partymay have a generalduty not to intervene,this duty can be overridden
if one of the partieshas a strongerentitlementthan the other, even if the
thirdpartyhas no dutyto furtherthat entitlement. We can concludethat a
thirdpartymay sometimeschoose in accordancewith a meremoralpermis37 A may not, however,use any means at all to accomplishthis end. For example,he
may not shootB to preventhim fromcrossingthe property.
38 On some views, however,A does not have a rightto keep B off his landif it is truethat
B may crossA's land. Some philosophershave attemptedto specify A's rightin such a way
that it would exclude the entitlementto keep B off the land. Thereare a host of difficulties
with proceedingthis way, however,as Thomsonhas adequatelyargued.See THOMSON,supra
Reandthe "External-Condition"
note 9, at 91-100 (arguingagainstthe "Internal-Condition"
plies); see also Thomson,supra note 29, at 37-42 (arguingagainst"specification"views of
rights,namelyaccountsthatspecifythe contentof rightsso as to avoidconflict).
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sion she has to intervene in the face of a duty she has not to intervene.
When, we might ask, is this so?
At the very least, a third party may intervene on the side of the person
with the stronger entitlement, when that entitlement is the stronger of two
rights.39 If this is correct, it would appear to follow that the third party in
the case of the innocent threat may also take into account the fact that one
party is about to discover a cure for cancer, that one party is a serial killer,
or even that one party is congenitally clumsy and keeps falling off the edge
of cliffs and endangering those below. For these factors are surely relevant
to determining the strength of the right each party is exercising in that case.
It looks, then, as though a third party observing a conflict of rights is in a
similar position to someone weighing conflicting duties of assistance: it is
permissible for her to weigh reasons for intervening on one side or the other,
and to intervene on the side these reasons suggest. While she may not be
entitled to intervene for just any reason, there is some set of reasons that
would provide an adequatejustification for wading into the fray. This is so
even though the third party has no duty to intervene on either side, and even
though she has a duty not to intervene if at least one party is exercising a
right.
If this is correct, the implications for the Moral Obligation Argument
are as follows. The State, in the position of third party to a conflict, may
sometimes interfere with the exercise of the right to self-defense. For there
are at least some cases in which the moral right does not place the State under a duty of noninterference. Which cases? The foregoing examples suggest that the State may intervene where one person's right to self-defense
conflicts with another person's right to self-defense if the State has good
reason for favoring one right over the other.40 In such cases, the State may
weigh the conflicting rights, along with any applicable subsidiary reasons

39 Mustthe entitlementalways be protectedby a right? Suppose,for example,thatthe
parent'sclaim to cross the landis basedon strongconsequentialistreasonsinstead. The parent, say, is a felon, and the child is his co-felon who was injuredin an attemptto burglarize
A's house. Neverthelessthe child will die if the parentdoes not reachthe hospitalsoon. Perhapsunderthese circumstancesthe parenthas no rightto cross the land,but perhapsit is still
permissiblefor him to do so, given the comparativemagnitudeof the two harmsinvolved.
May the thirdpartynot interveneon the parent'sside in this case, basedon the importanceof
savinga child's life? Somephilosophers,of course,rejectthe idea thatconsiderationsof utility couldever outweighrights. But thosewho acceptit mustalso acceptthatthirdpartiesmay
sometimesact againsta rightforreasonsof utility.
4The reasonsfor thinkingone rightstrongerthananotherhave a consequentialistflavor.
But it is also plausibleto thinkthatsome of these reasonsmightthemselvesbe reasonsof jusAS
tice, in particular,reasonsof distributivejustice. See PHILLIP
MONTAGUE,PUNISHMENT
SOCIETAL-DEFENSE
40-49 (1995) (suggestingan accountof self-defenseas followingfroma
principleof distributivejustice).
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whose considerationis not precludedby the rights in question,in orderto
resolvethe conflict.41
We have thus identifiedone basis for a State'srestrictingthe legal right
to self-defense: the State may "regulate"the right to self-defense in any
case in which the right conflicts with the right to self-defenseof another.
Since the rightto self-defenseis always subjectto conflict when exercised
againstinnocents,it looks as thoughthe Statemay, for good reason,restrict
the rightto self-defenseagainstinnocents. It might,for example,pass a law
forbiddingself-defense againstinnocents. Alternatively,it might prohibit
an innocentwho was attackedfrom respondingto the originalattackwith
force. The questionof whetherthe Statehas an obligationto recognizethe
rightto self-defenseof its citizens is thus cruciallytransformedin the case
of self-defenseagainstinnocents,for it now appearsto requireexploration
of the reasons the Statehas for interferingwith the right. The inquirywill
thus be a substantiveone aboutthe variousinterestsinvolved insteadof an
explorationof the State's moral obligations. That is, one answer to the
question of whetherthe State has an obligationto extend a right of selfdefense has been foreclosed,namelythatthe Statemust extendsuch a legal
right because the correspondingmoralright of its citizens places the State
underan obligationto do so. At least where self-defenseagainstinnocents
is concerned,whetherthe Statehas such a duty does not appearto depend
on the existenceof the underlyingmoralright. We shouldconcludethatthe
Moral ObligationArgumentfails for at least one class of cases-that involving self-defenseagainstinnocents.
III. THESHRINKAGE
STRATEGY

PartII arguedthatthe rightto defendoneself againstinnocentsdoes not
requirethirdpartiesto refrainfrom interveningin a conflict between two
rights-holders,andthatthe Statemay thereforerestrictthe rightin this context. In this Part,I suggest that this conclusionapplies generallyto other
cases of self-defense. If this is correct,we would have reasonto rejectthe
MoralObligationArgumentaltogether,because that argumentdependson
the view of the moralrightas imposingdutiesof noninterference.My claim
is not that one is forced to abandonthis pictureof the right in all cases.
Rather,my suggestionis that it is hardto give a plausibleaccountof selfdefense if one insists on seeing the entitlementin this way. In short,I suggest that conceivingof the rightas a liberty,ratherthan as a claim, makes

41 In addition,for someonewho thinksthatconsiderations
of utilitymay sometimesprevail over rights,the Statemay also interferewiththe rightto self-defenseforreasonsof utility.
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better sense of the various characteristics we attribute to the entitlement,
even though this is so much the worse for the Moral Obligation Argument.
The argument for this suggestion depends on the plausibility of a certain requirement I shall call the "Unity Condition." This requirement says
that an account of self-defense should be unitary across different sources of
harm to a potential victim's life. In other words, self-defense against culpable aggressors should be explained in the same way as self-defense against
innocents. And since we cannot treat the entitlement as a claim right in all
cases, acceptance of the Unity Condition suggests that we regard the right as
a liberty right instead.42
We now have another way of putting the dilemma the modem theory of
self-defense confronts: contemporary philosophical accounts of the moral
right to self-defense attempt to accept the Unity Condition at the same time
that they adhere to a view of the right as a claim right. That is, they try to
include the entitlement to defend against innocents within the scope of the
right, but the conception of the right remains the standardone of the right as
imposing duties of noninterference on other agents. My suggestion will be
that we should abandon the claim-right picture. But before we explore the
account of self-defense as a liberty right, let us consider the alternative,
namely that we abandon the Unity Condition instead.
Suppose one were willing to accept that the right to defend against innocents has a very different character from the right to defend against culpable aggressors. Not all moral philosophers would find this solution unpalatable, since some already think that the strength of the entitlement to
defend oneself with force varies with the culpability of one's assailant.43

42 Whilethe
legal rightmightbe unifiedandthe underlyingmoralrightnot, it is instructive thatno legal system distinguishesthe entitlementto defendoneself againstculpableaggressorsfromthe entitlementagainstinnocents.
43
Philosophersoften assertthe comparativeweaknessof the rightto self-defenseagainst
innocents,but they rarely attemptto argue the point. Nancy Davis, for example, insists:
"Otherthingsbeing equal,we are entitledto be moreaggressivein repellinga threatthatis a
clear instanceof hostile or malevolentconductthanwe are in repellingan innocentthreat."
Nancy Davis, Abortionand Self-Defense,13 PHIL.& PUB.AFF.175, 183 n.17 (1984). It is
curiousthat Davis takes this position, since she thinksof self-defense as an agent-relative
permission,and that view most naturallygoes with a pictureof the strengthof the right to
self-defenseas dependenton the dangerto the self-defender,ratherthanon the characteristics
of the attacker.MichaelOtsukatakesthe positionone step further,arguingthatself-defense
againstinnocentthreatsmay actuallybe morallyimpermissible.See MichaelOtsuka,Killing
the Innocentin Self-Defense,23 PHIL.& PUB.AFF.74, 74 (1994) (arguing"thatthe intentionalor foreseeablekilling in self-defenseof suchan innocentpersonwho is not aboutto die
soon anywayis unjustifiable").A morenuancedway of articulatingthe distinctionappearsin
Jeff McMahan,Self-Defenseand the Problem of the InnocentAttacker,104 ETHICS
252
(1994). McMahanarguesthat a more stringentproportionalityrequirementapplies where
self-defenseis exercisedagainstinnocents.See id. at 265-66.
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Making use of this intuition, one might say that what we typically think of
as the right to self-defense is in fact a collection of two different things. On
the one hand, there is a claim right to defend our lives with force, a right
that imposes duties of noninterference on other agents. On the other hand,
there is a mere permission, that is, a liberty right, to protect oneself against
innocents. The claim right is limited to cases in which the right is immune
to conflict,44 and the liberty right covers the rest.
This hybrid approach arguably better explains the various features of
the above two kinds of cases. For example, even if third parties may intervene with the exercise of the right against innocents, we still need a way of
explaining why such intervention would be impermissible against someone
defending herself against a culpable aggressor. Or consider the argument
that an innocent retains the right to defend herself against someone whose
life she is innocently threatening. We still need to be able to explain why a
culpable aggressor does not retain this right. We can account for both if the
right to self-defense against culpable aggressors remains a right in the
claim-right sense, even if we must explain the entitlement differently in
other cases.
Someone who took the foregoing approach could still maintain that the
State has an obligation to extend a right of self-defense to its citizens in
cases involving culpable aggressors; it may, but need not, extend the right to
those threatened by innocents. Taking a hybrid approach to the moral right
would not foreclose treating the legal right in a unified way. There might
still be good reasons, particularlypragmatic ones, for the State to extend the
right in the latter cases. But the Moral Obligation Argument would apply
only to the exercise of the right in the former cases. Let us call this the
"Shrinkage Strategy."45
Legaltheorists,however,rejectthe intuition.See GeorgeP. Fletcher,Proportionalityand
the PsychoticAggressor: A Vignettein ComparativeCriminalTheory,8 ISR.L. REV.367,
379 (1973) ("Thefocus is not upon the culpabilityof the aggressor,but ratheron the autonomy of the innocentagent.").
Some philosophersexplicitly embracea definitionof rightsthatmakesthem immune
AN ESSAYONRIGHTS
to conflict. See, e.g., HILLEL
89-90 (1994) ("A vested liberty
STEINER,
is one surroundedby an impenetrableperimeter.").Steinerthinkswe mustunderstandrights
in such a way thatthey are "compossible"-thatis, thatallows them to coexist withoutconflict. Id. His view wouldnaturallyfit with the "shrunken"
view of the rightto self-defenseI
am exploringhere.
45 Some criminallaw theoristsmake anotherkind of distinctionbetween rightfuland
merelypermissibleself-defense: that betweenactorswho are actuallydefendingtheir lives
andthose who reasonably,but mistakenly,thinkthey aredefendingtheirlives. See GEORGE
RETHINKING
CRIMINALLAW? 10.1.2 (1978) (discussingtreatmentof the reaFLETCHER,
sonablymistakenself-defender).While this distinctionis a moreplausibleone thanthatbetween defendingagainstculpableaggressorsanddefendingagainstinnocents,I believe there
is good reasonto rejectit as well. See Claire0. Finkelstein,Self-Defenseas a RationalEx-
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The first thing to notice is that the shrinkage required to adopt this stratwould
be quite extensive, more extensive than I have indicated thus far.
egy
Until now we have focused on "intra-right"conflicts,46 namely conflicts
where one person's right to self-defense conflicts with another's right to the
same. We have seen that the right to self-defense is subject to such conflicts
where it is exercised against innocents. The right does not appear to be
subject to intra-right conflicts where the right is exercised against culpable
aggressors,47 since a culpable aggressor does not retain a right to defend
himself against someone who is justifiably attacking him.48 But the right to
self-defense against culpable aggressors is subject to "inter-right"conflicts,
namely conflicts with a different kind of right.49 The same arguments we
used above to show that the State may interfere with the right to selfdefense against innocents applies to cases of inter-right conflict as well.
The Shrinkage Strategy would thus have to shrink the right to self-defense
all the way down to cases involving culpable aggressors, and only those in
which the exercise of the right does not conflict with another's right.

cuse, 57 U. PITT.L. REV.621, 627-28 (1996) (arguingagainstthe view thataccountsfor actualandmistakenself-defensedifferently).
4JEREMYWALDRON,LIBERALRIGHTS: COLLECTED
PAPERS1981-1991, at 203-24

conflicts as "conflictsbetweendifferentinstancesof the same
(1993) (defining"intra-right"
right").
47 Supportfor this claim appearsin the legal literature.Consider,for example,Russell
Christopher's
argumentin favorof the "subjective"view of self-defense,namelythe view that
a defendantmusthave been awareof the dangerto himselfin orderto claimself-defense:
On the objectiveview of self-defense,two agentscan bothbe justifiedin de(1)
fendingthemselvesagainsteachother,wherebothareculpableaggressors.
If an agenthas a justification,no one may interferewith his act.
(2)
On the subjectiveview of self-defense,the above sort of conflict cannot
(3)
arise.
Therefore,the objectiveview of self-defensemustbe rejectedin favorof the
(4)
between(1) and(2).
subjectiveview, on painof contradiction
See RussellL. Christopher,UnknowingJustificationand the LogicalNecessityof the Dadson
J. LEGAL
STUD.229, 239-45 (1995). If one were to
Principlein Self-Defense,15 OXFORD
substitute"right"for "justification"in the second premiseof Christopher'sargument,one
wouldhave a caricatureof the claim-rightpicture. But, as we have seen, this premiseis false
wherethe rightto self-defenseis concerned.AssumingChristopher's
thirdpremiseis correct,
however, the claim-rightpicture of self-defense would hold for the exercise of the right
againstculpableaggressors,so long as an agent is awareof his entitlementto claim the defense at the timehe acts.
48 It seems plausibleto supposeon a claim-rightpicturethatthis is becausethe culpable
aggressorforfeitshis rightto life by initiatinga culpableattack,and the rightto self-defense
mustbe parasiticon some such right. But the precisereasonfor this is not importantfor our
purposes.

4See WALDRON,
conflicts as conflicts
supra note 46, at 203-04 (defining"inter-right"
betweentwo differentrights).
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Consider another of the canonical examples in the philosophical literature on self-defense, the case of the innocent shield.50 You spy a tank coming towards you, the person in it apparently trying to kill you. Fortunately,
you have an anti-tank gun you could use to blow up the tank. As you are
about to fire, you notice a baby strappedto the front of the tank, which your
aggressor has placed there to use as a kind of "shield" against your counterattack. May you attempt to save your life by blowing up the tank? The
philosophers who have considered this example all appear to agree that it is
permissible for you to blow up the tank, baby and all.51 I think, moreover,
that they are correct.5 Allowing a culpable attacker to arrange matters so
that it is morally impermissible for his intended victims to defend themselves against his attack seems to place an unfair burden on potential selfdefenders.53 I see no reason why a person under attack should be obligated
to forego an otherwise permissible act of self-defense in order to avoid killing an uninvolved bystander who happens to be in the way. Let us assume,
then, that it is permissible for you to blow up the tank.
50 This examplewas introducedby RobertNozick as well. See NOZICK,
supra note 24,
at 35 (discussing"innocentshieldsof threat").It has been famouslyelaboratedby Thomson.
See THOMSON,
supranote 9, at 370-71.
51 See, e.g., THOMSON,
supra note 9, at 370. As Thomsonpoints out, it surelywould
have been permissiblefor the Belgiansto defendthemselvesagainstthe Germansif the latter
hadplaceda babyon the frontof eachof theirtanks. See id.
Note that Gauthier'sproviso appearsto allow it. See supra note 27 (explaining
Gauthier'sprovisotest). The provisosuggeststhatyou mayblow up the tankbecauseyou are
not betteringyour own situationby makinguse of its existence (althoughyour existence is
certainlyloweringits baseline,since it is worse off with your existence thanwithoutit). In
the absenceof the baby,you wouldblow up the tankand live, andthusyou may proceed,because killing the baby leaves you no betteroff thanyou would have been withoutits existence.
53
Americancriminallaw is as insistentin its condemnationof self-defenseunderthese
circumstancesas the moral philosophersare in condoning it. The Model Penal Code
("MPC"),for example,suggeststhata personloses the rightto self-defenseif he "recklessly
PENAL
CODE
or negligentlyinjuresor createsa risk of injuryto innocentpersons." MODEL
? 3.09(3) (1962). But the criminallaw is not consistentin protectingthe lives of innocentbystanders. For example, duress is sometimes allowed as a defense to murder. See, e.g.,
PENAL
MODEL
CODE? 2.09. My own view is thatthe MPC'sapproachto duressis correcton
this point,andthatthe treatmentof self-defenseshouldfollow suit. See ClaireO. Finkelstein,
Duress: A PhilosophicalAccountof theDefensein Law,37 ARIZ.L. REV.256 (1995).
It is also importantto stressthatthe law's positionneed not reflectan intuitionthatselfdefense would be morallyimpermissiblewhereit would threatenthe life of a bystander. It
may be that althoughit is morallypermissiblefor you to blow up the tank, there are good
groundsfor makingit illegal for you to do so nonetheless. But I suspectthatthe law's approachis not justified on pragmaticgroundseither,for the reasonsuggestedabove: disallowing self-defenseunderthese circumstancesprovidesincentivefor an attackerto surround
himself with innocentbystandersbefore launchinghis attack. The law's sweepingcondemnationof self-defensewhere the lives of bystandersare at issue thus strikesme as neither
morallynorpragmaticallyrequired.
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Now consider a variation in which a third party enters the scene just as
you are about to open fire. The third party also has a gun, which she could
use to protect the baby by shooting the anti-tank gun out of your hand. If
she does so, however, the occupant of the tank would immediately open fire
on you. Is it permissible for the third party to protect the baby in this way?
The first question to ask is whether it would be permissible for the baby to
defend himself this way if he had the ability to do so.54 For if it is permissible for the baby to defend himself, it might still be impermissible for the
third party to intervene, because she might not have as great a privilege to
oppose a legitimate act of self-defense as the innocent shield himself. But if
it is impermissible for the baby to defend himself, then it must also be impermissible for others to intervene on his behalf.55 So let us now imagine
that the person strapped to the front of the tank is not a baby, but an adult
armed with a gun. May he shoot the gun out of your hand to prevent you
from blowing up the tank, knowing that this will result in your imminent
destruction? I think he may.56 In particular, I think that no one who believes that you may save your life by blowing up the tank should deny the
innocent shield the right to save his life in this way. After all, initially he is
neither aggressing against you nor threatening your life. You, on the other
hand, are aggressing against him. His claim against you should thus be at
least as strong as your claim against him.

5Most criminallaw theoriststhinkthata legitimaterightto self-defenseentailsa rightto
third-partyassistance. See FLETCHER,
supra note 45, at ? 10.5.2 (statingthat"[a] theoryof
justified defense . . . generatesa universalright of interventioncoextensivewith the defender'sown privilege");2 PAULH. ROBINSON,
CRIMINAL
LAWDEFENSES
? 121(d)(1984)
Thus they
("Whereconductis justified, assistingthe conductis similarlyjustified ....").
would probablysay that it is sufficientto demonstratethe permissibilityof thirdpartyinterventionin this case to show thatthe bystandermay defendhimself. Giventhatthey also think
thattwo acts cannotbothbe justifiedandyet conflictwith one another,it wouldbe necessary
in this case for themto thinkthatyou may not blow up the tankwith an innocentshield attachedto the front. For if this were permissible,the shieldcouldnot permissiblydefendhimself, andthis is surelyunacceptable.
Some philosophers,however,may be moreattunedto the difficultieswith third-partyintervention.See McMahan,supranote 43, at 266.
HereI am assumingthatthe thirdpartyandthe bystanderhave access to the same information. A thirdpartywould be entitledto defenda firstpartyin a situationin which the
firstpartycouldnot defendhimself,as long as the thirdpartywere awareof the dangerto the
butthe firstpartywerenot himselfaware.
first5party
Notice thatthe Lockeanprovisoseems to allow the innocentshield to defendhimself
in this way. He does not benefit fromyour existence,since withoutyou and your anti-tank
gun, he would live. Shootingthe gun out of your handwould only bringhim back to where
he wouldhavebeen in yourabsence. He is not attemptingto betterhimselfby loweringyour
baseline,even thoughhe is loweringyour baseline. Moreover,the provisoin this case even
seems to allowthe innocentshieldto shootyou.
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Now we can apply our earlierargumentsto move from the suggestion
thatit is permissiblefor the innocentshieldto defendhimselfagainstyou, to
the suggestionthatit is permissiblefor the thirdpartyto defendthe innocent
shield in this same way. As we saw before,we can say thatthe thirdparty
may have a perfectlyadequatejustificationfor favoringthe personstrapped
to the frontof the tankover you, namelythatthe innocentshield's claim is
strongerthanyours, since it is his rightto life at stakeas againstyour right
to self-defense.57Once again,all else being equal,the rightto life is arguably strongerthan the rightto self-defense. Thus, it is permissiblefor the
thirdpartyto interferewith yourrightto blow up the tank.
To adopt the ShrinkageStrategy,it would be necessaryto shrinkthe
rightto self-defensedown to the exercise of the right againstculpableaggressors, excluding those cases in which the exercise of the right would
threatenan innocentbystander. While the shrinkagemay seem extensive,
once again it mightbe defendedby pointingout thatit makessense of various intuitionswe have aboutthe right. It would explain,for example,why
the innocentshield may oppose youreffortsto defendyourself,why a third
partymay rise to the defense of the innocentshield, why the innocentaggressor or threatretainsthe right to defend himself againstyou, and also
why a thirdpartymay sometimesinterveneon his side ratherthanon yours.
Shouldwe adoptthe ShrinkageStrategyin this form,thus rescuingat least a
portionof the MoralObligationArgument?
Therearethreesortsof considerationsthatmilitateagainstthe adoption
of the ShrinkageStrategy,and althoughnone is conclusive, togetherthey
make a persuasivecase. First,considerthe fact that even if defensible,the
ShrinkageStrategywould not necessarilysolve our difficulties. For we
would still be left withoutan accountof the State's obligationto extendthe
legal rightin a largenumberof cases in which we thinkthe State oughtto
recognizesuch a right. Althoughtheremay be disagreementaboutthe correct scope of the legal right,therewould probablybe broadagreementthat
the State ought to granta broaderrightthan the one the shrunkenpicture
would, by itself, suggest. The questionis how the proponentof shrinkage
would explainwhy the Stateoughtto grantthe legal rightin those cases in
which the moralrightdoes not compelit. One solutionis to explainthe additionalcases in termsof pragmaticreasonsfor extendingthe legal rightin
those cases. But this seems to concede the problemthe MoralObligation
Argumentwas invokedto dispel: the suggestionthatthe moralrightto self57 Granted,it is
yourrightto life thatis threatenedby the culpableaggressorin the tank,
and thus in some sense it is yourrightto life thatis at stake. But the thirdpartyis not contemplatingsiding with the culpableaggressor,andthus he is not contributingto the threatto
yourrightto life, butratherthreateningyourrightto self-defense.
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defense is largely unimportant for the legal right. Thus, the Shrinkage
Strategy seems costly to the effort to show that the State is obligated to extend a right of self-defense to its citizens.
A second reason to reject the Shrinkage Strategy is epistemic and can
be briefly stated. In many cases it will not be possible to know whether
one's attacker is culpable or innocent. While infancy is likely to be discernible, insanity, mistake and other moral excuses are not. Is it plausible to
think that whether a person has a moral right to defend her life turns on facts
to which she does not have access? Of course it would be difficult to administer a rule that barred self-defense specifically against innocents, and
this provides a reason for adopting a unified treatment of the legal right.
But this is not an adequate answer to the problem we are now considering,
namely whether it makes sense to predicate the moral right on factors of
which agents who must invoke the right are normally unaware. Without
elaborating further, it strikes me that it does not.58
A third objection goes to the heart of the intuition in favor of the Unity
Condition. The right to self-defense protects an underlying interest, such as
an interest in bodily security. It accordingly seems odd to think that the
strength of the right varies with the characteristics of the attacker, rather
than with the magnitude of the threat to the relevant interest. After all, my
interest in protecting myself against a lethal attack by an enemy is as strong
as my interest in protecting myself against a child, or even, for that matter, a
bear. It seems no more plausible to say that the strength of my entitlement
varies with the source of the threat than it would be to say that the strength
of my interest varies with the source of the threat. It is a curious proposition
that I have a strong entitlement to defend myself against a culpable attacker
because he is culpable, that I have a weaker or perhaps no entitlement to defend myself against a child because she is innocent, and that I may defend
myself against a bear not because it is threatening my life, but because it is
only a bear. Suppose it is generally morally impermissible to kill bears.
Should this weaken my entitlement to defend myself against them? Moreover, if the right attached to characteristics of the attacker rather than to the
interest of the victim under threat, a person who reasonably, but mistakenly,
used force in self-defense would presumably have no right to self-defense at
all.59
58

In this regard,I side with those who take a "will theory"approachto rights. See

H.L.A. HART,ESSAYSON BENTHAM183-85 (1982) (describing a right-holder's control over

the assertionof the rightas essentialto a correctunderstanding
of rights). I do not thinkthis
incompatiblewith the view thatrightsprotectinterests,whichI endorsein the followingparagraph.
Some criminallaw theorists,however,acceptthis conclusion,becausethey thinkthata
mistakenself-defenderis not exercisinga truerightof self-defense. See supra note 45 (dis-
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Recall that Locke's accountof self-defenseties the rightto the moral
statusof the attacker,andthatthis makesit difficultto accountfor the availabilityof the rightagainstinnocents. But notice thatthe difficultyrecedesif
one focuses on the threatto the interestsof the victim, ratherthan on the
characteristicsof the attacker. For there would now be no need to distinguish self-defenseagainstculpableaggressorsfrom self-defenseagainstinnocents. In eithercase, self-defenseis permissiblebecauseit is necessaryto
defend intereststhat can legitimatelybe defended at the expense of another'slife or bodily integrity.
Focusing on the interestdefended,however, re-opensseveral difficulties that were nicely resolvedby the ShrinkageStrategy. First,how do we
explainwhy a culpableaggressordoes not have the rightto defendhimself
againstanother'sself-defensiveresponseto his attackif it is not becausethe
culpablenatureof the attackplaces the aggressorundera duty of noninterference? Moreover,how do we explainwhy a thirdpartymay only intervene on the self-defender'sside when the latter is exercising the right
againsta culpableattacker?The ShrinkageStrategymay be inelegant,butit
at least providesa way of accountingfor certainfeaturesof the moralentitlementthatwe presumablywouldnot like to relinquish.
It turnsout, however,thatit is not necessaryto regardself-defenseas a
claim rightto explainthese features. The fact that the culpableaggressor
may not defend himself againsthis victim's act of self-defense is easy to
explainon a liberty-rightpicture: the aggressorhas no need to defendhimself againstthe victim's counter-attack,
for the aggressoronly has to desist
fromhis own wrongfulattackandthe dangerto himself goes away. An act
of self-defense cannotbe permissibleif unnecessaryto save oneself from
harm. The problemof thirdpartieson a liberty-rightpictureis now easily
resolved: the reasona thirdpartymay not interveneto help a culpableattacker,but may interveneto help a self-defender,is thatthe act he assists in
the firstcase is morallyimpermissible,whereasthe act he assists in the second is permissible. Knowinglyfurtheringan impermissibleact of another
agentwithoutjustificationis itself impermissible.We need not, then, make
use of duties of noninterferenceto explain the standardfeaturesof selfdefenseagainstculpableaggressors.
Let us stop and summarizewhere we are. A proponentof the claimright pictureof self-defensewill find herself in the positionLocke was in
when Thomsonattemptedto remedythe difficultieswith his account: she
can only offer a plausibleaccountof self-defenseas a claim rightwherethe
cussingthe distinctionbetweena personactingin self-defenseand a personwho reasonably,
but mistakenly,acts in self-defense). This is the criminallaw theorist'sversionof "shrinkage."
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right is exercised againstculpableaggressors,and not even in all cases of
this sort. She will be left withoutan accountof the manyotherinstancesin
which we normallyrecognize a legal right to self-defense. Althoughthe
modem version of the righthas improvedon Locke's accountby rejecting
shrinkageand includingthe exercise of the rightagainstinnocents,the expansive scope of the right leaves the accountwithouta way of explaining
the relevanceof the moralfor the legal right. In particular,it has made it
difficultto defendthe MoralObligationArgument,which we said provided
the most plausibleaccountof thatrelevanceagainstthe backgroundof other
basic liberalassumptions. While expandingthe scope of the rightwas necessary to make the accountof self-defensemore plausible,the additional
plausibilityhas been purchasedat a cost: now we cannotmake the right
strongerthan a libertyright,and this meansthatthe existence of the moral
entitlementdoes not by itself suggest an obligationon the partof the State
to equipits citizenswith a legal rightto the same.
IV. SELF-DEFENSE
RIGHT:THE
ASA LIBERTY
PRE-LOCKEAN
ACCOUNT

Since Locke's introductionof the claim-rightpicture of self-defense,
philosophershave largelyignoredthe questionof whetherthe Stateis obligatedto respectthe moralentitlementto defendone's life with force. Philosophers before Locke, however, were well aware of the difficulty of
moving from moralto politicalentitlementsand of the difficultyof making
this move for the rightto self-defensein particular.It appears,then,thatthe
questionof the relationbetween the moral and the legal entitlementwent
on the modemconceptionof the right. On my story,we would
underground
have an explanationfor this ratherdramaticshift in emphasis: the Lockean
picturesuggeststhat an obligationon the State'spartto recognizethe right
follows triviallyfromthe existenceof the right,whereason the pre-modem
pictureof the entitlement,accountingfor the move fromthe moralto the legal rightis anythingbuttrivial.
In this Part, I wish to considertwo pre-moder accountsof the legal
rightto self-defense,each of which conceives of the moralentitlementas a
mere moral permissionthat falls shortof a claim right. Not surprisingly,
Hobbes and Aquinas both devote considerableenergy to answeringthe
questionwhy a moralentitlementto defendone's life with force shouldbe
thoughtof as giving rise to a legal entitlementto the same. Both seek to accountfor the move fromthe moralto the legal rightindirectly:the fact that
citizensare morallyentitledto defendtheirlives ultimatelyimpliesthatit is
impermissiblefor the Stateto forbidthemfromdoing so. But this is not because the existenceof the rightplaces the Stateundera moralobligationof
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noninterference. Rather, the underlying moral permission means that the
State would act impermissibly were it to punish citizens for defending their
lives. Thus the moral permission, in combination with a theory of political
legitimacy, supplies a limitation on legitimate punishment from which the
obligatory legal entitlement in question can be derived.
Let us turn to Hobbes's account first, since his view is the closer of the
two to the Lockean picture we have been considering. A common criticism
of Hobbes is that he is confused about the nature of rights because he conceives of rights as liberties rather than as claims.60 The critique is understandable given the difference between the moder and the pre-modern
pictures of moral rights. But Hobbes's account may hold greater attraction
than this criticism would suggest, for the supposedly "confused" conception
avoids many of the difficulties the Lockean account encounters.
For Hobbes, the right to self-defense is just a part of the right to act as
one's preservation requires, the original and central right man has in the
state of nature. This original right is "the liberty each man hath to use his
own power, as he will himself, for the preservation of his own nature."61A
right to self-defense in civil society is explained by the fact that there are
"some rights which no man can be understood by any words or other signs
to have abandoned or transferred,"chief among them "the right of resisting
them that assault him by force."62 The reason, Hobbes explains, is that an
abandonment of right is a voluntary act, and all voluntary acts aim at some
good for the agent who performs them.63 Hobbes thinks it can never be to
an agent's benefit to abandon his right to self-defense, and thus no man
should be understood as having done so voluntarily. Hobbes's argument is
somewhat puzzling on this point, since it is easy to think of cases in which it
would be to someone's benefit to give up his right to self-defense. But I
shall defer exploration of the interesting problems this claim raises to another occasion.64

60

See LEOSTRAUSS,NATURALRIGHTAND HISTORY197 (1953) (arguing against Hob-

bes on the groundsthathe allows the rightsof governmentto conflictwith the rightsof individuals);H.L.A.Hart,Are ThereAnyNaturalRights?,64 PHIL.REV.175, 179 (1955) (noting
that the Hobbesianconceptionof a moralright is erroneousinsofaras Hobbes thoughtthat
thereis no sense in whicha rightcorrelateswith a dutyor obligation).
61 THOMASHOBBES,
LEVIATHAN
ch. XIV, ? 1 (Edwin Curleyed., HackettPubl'g Co.
1994)(1668).
62
63

Id.

8.

See id. (notingthatthe objectof voluntaryacts is a benefitfor oneself).
64
I takeup this difficultywith Hobbes'saccountelsewhere. See Claire0. Finkelstein,A
PuzzleAboutHobbeson Self-Defense(unpublishedmanuscript,on file with author)(showing
that Hobbes'sclaim that it could never be rationalto abandonthe rightto self-defenseconflicts with Hobbes'soverallapproachto rationality).
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That Hobbes holds a liberty-rightpicture of self-defense is apparent
from the fact that he thinks a citizen's rightto self defense does not place
limitationson the sovereign's entitlements. The sovereign has the rights
thatall personshave in a stateof nature,andthose rightsareunlimited. The
naturalrightsof citizens and the rightsof the sovereigncan thereforeconflict with one another,a pointHobbesrepeatedlyemphasizes:"Ifthe sovereign commanda man (thoughjustly condemned)to kill, wound, or maim
himself, or not to resistthose that assaulthim... yet haththat man liberty
to disobey."65And, as Hobbes also makes clear, "nothingthe sovereign
representativecan do to a subject... can properlybe called injustice,or
even commandinga man to wound or maim himself. Like your
injury,"66
to
shift
the awningand the innocentthreat'srightto shoot the handle
right
of the awning,or your rightto blow up the tank and the innocentshield's
rightto preventyou fromdoing so by shootingthe gun out of yourhand,the
righteach citizen retainsto act in his own defense can exist in the face of a
contraryrighton the partof the sovereignto impedethe exercise of right.
On the face of it, then,Hobbesthinksthe Stateis underno obligationto extend a rightof self-defenseto its citizens.
But is the libertyto defend oneself with force really as weak on Hobbes's accountas the foregoingwould suggest? Let us first ask whetherthe
fact that the sovereign is under no obligation to extend a right of selfdefense meansthathe maypunish a personfor acting in his own defense.
Thereis reasonto thinkHobbeswould say he may not, for Hobbessays that
a personwho violates a law for the sake of saving his own life is "totally
excused,"by which he seems to mean totally excused in law, not just in
morals. At the same time, however, it seems hardto believe that Hobbes
could trulymeanthatthe sovereignmay not punishthe transgressionof law
in this case, given thatHobbesthinksthe sovereigncould do citizens no injustice in doing so. CouldHobbesbe suggestinga limitationon the otherwise unlimitedrights of the sovereign that does not itself stem from the
rightsof citizens?
While Hobbes does not addressthe questiondirectly,we can perhaps
extractan answerfromhis treatmentof punishingthe innocent. In Chapter
XXVIIIof Leviathan,Hobbessays thata sovereignwho punishedthe innocent wouldviolate severalof the laws of nature.67Among others,he would
violate the law of equity,by which he, his judges, and his magistratesare
6HOBBES, supra note 61, ch. XXI,

66

?

12.

Id. ch. XXI, ? 7.

67 Punishment
of the innocentwouldviolatethreelaws of nature:first,the law requiring
men always to look for some futuregood; second,the law againstingratitude;and third,the
law of equity. See id. ch. XXVIII,1 22.
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bound. Ourconcernis with a differentcase, since in the face of a law forbiddingself-defense,a personwho killed in self-defensewould not be innocent. (By "innocent,"Hobbesseems to mean someonewho did not violate
the civil law.) Nevertheless,Hobbes does appearto treatthe passage and
enforcementof laws abridgingthose naturalrightscitizensretainin civil society as itself a violation of the laws of nature. This raises the difficult
questionof what it meansfor the sovereignto be boundby the laws of nature,a questionto which I cannotdo justice here. One point,however,can
be made withoutfurtherinvestigation-that the laws of naturebind inforo
interno. Lawsthatbindonly inforo internoare bindingbeforeGod, butnot
beforeone's fellow man. Fromthis we can concludethatalthoughthe sovereign is underno obligationto his citizens to pass a law extendinga right
of self-defense,he would presumablybe answerableto God to do so, or at
least to refrainfrom punishingsomeone who exercised a naturalright to
self-defense. As Hobbes says, "[H]e who has the Supremepower... can
do no injury to his citizens, even though, by iniquity, he can be injurious to
God.,68

This, then, seems to be Hobbes's solution to the questionof how the
moralrightto self-defenseobligatesthe Stateto furnishcitizens with a correspondingcivil right: the sovereignsins againstGod if he does not respect
the moralrightsof his citizens, because the duty he has in foro internoto
respectthe laws of naturecommitshim to protectthose rightsthey do not
transferaway in the originalCovenant.Althougha law thatfailedto respect
the retainednaturalrightsof citizens could be enforcedagainstthem without injustice,citizens would have reasonto regardthemselves as released
from any duty to obey such a law. For they could not rationallyauthorize
the sovereignto legislate againstthe naturallaw that promotestheir wellbeing. Nor could they authorizehim to sin againstGod. In this way Hobbes tracesan indirectroutefrom the libertyrightto self-defenseto a mandatorylegal rightto the same.
SaintThomasAquinastracesa similarpathfromthe moralto the legal
entitlement,and he too conceives of the formeras more in the natureof a
permissionthana rightin the modernsense. For Aquinas,unlike for Hobbes, thereis a fundamentaldifficultyaccountingfor the moralpermissibility
of self-defense. This stems from the existence of a prohibitionon killing
otherhumanbeings, a prohibitionthat is "absolute,"meaningthat it cannot
be overriddenby considerationsof the greatergood. Thatis, Aquinasdoes
not acceptthe idea thata morallyprohibitedact can be renderedpermissible

68

Id. ch. XXI, ? 7 n.10 (emphasisadded).
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by overriding moral considerations.69 Let us express this idea by saying that
Aquinas does not accept the "logic of override."
Aquinas begins his discussion of the prohibition on killing in the First
Article of Question 64 of the Summa Theologica, where he considers
whether it is unlawful to kill plants and animals. There he suggests that the
prohibition does not apply to these cases, since plants and animals exist for
the sake of sustaining human life, and that "[t]here is no sin in using a thing
for the purpose for which it is."70 The logic of override is unnecessary in
this case, since the prohibition applies only to human life.
Aquinas does, however, allow for the logic of override in at least one
place: the killing of a human sinner is permissible, despite the prohibition
on killing humans, if done for the sake of the common good by one authorized to make determinations about that good. A private citizen, however,
cannot avail himself of this justification, and even a person authorized to act
for the public good cannot avail himself of it to justify killing non-sinners.
In this light, self-defensive killing poses a particular difficulty, because it
falls within the reach of the prohibition, yet the logic of override does not
apply to it. Even if Aquinas did not impose the restriction on private killings he does, many acts of self-defense would still be impermissible, since
they involve the killing of non-sinners. This is the problem Aquinas's famous Seventh Article is designed to address.
Aquinas's solution to this difficulty is to say that although killing in
self-defense violates the general prohibition against killing, an act that aims
at self-preservation is not unlawful, provided the means adopted are proportionate to that end. For, as he says, "[I]t is natural [and therefore lawful] to
everything to keep itself in being, as far as possible."71 While the act by
which one attempts to save one's life is also the act by which one kills one's
assailant, the latter is an incidental byproduct of a lawful act, for the reason
that it is "beside the intention," as Aquinas says.72 Since acts take their
moral quality from what is intended, the act of self-defense is permissible,
even though it would not be permissible to slay one's aggressor if one set
out to do so.
What about nonlethal acts of self-defense? Since there is nothing that
corresponds to the absolute prohibition against killing when it comes to
nonlethal violence, it would be reasonable to think that killing in self69 This shouldbe understoodto meanthatAquinasacceptsthe Paulineprinciplethatone
may not do evil so thatgood mayoccur.
70 3 ST.
THOMASAQUINAS,SUMMATHEOLOGICA
question64, art. 1, at 1460 (Timothy
McDermotted., ChristianClassics 1997).
71 Id.
question64, art.7, at 1465.
72

Id.
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defense is a special case for Aquinas. Aquinas does not deal directly with
this question. He does suggest, however, that ordinarily it is not permissible
to maim a person, since the members exist for the sake of the body, and the
natural purposes of the body require their continued healthy existence. But,
where the good of the body requires the removal or destruction of a limb, it
is permissible to choose the good of the whole over the good of a single
member by one authorized to make that decision. This is why a doctor does
not sin in performing a necessary amputation, for an otherwise impermissible act is rendered permissible if performed by one authorized to judge what
the welfare of the whole requires. Similarly, the State does not sin when it
cuts off the hand of a robber; it may do so when, and to the extent that, doing so is necessary for the good of the community. In both cases, we have
the logic of override: It is permissible to inflict a harm it would otherwise
be impermissible to inflict if done for the sake of the greater entity whose
good is the object of the lesser. And although Aquinas does not discuss
other acts of violence, there is reason to think the analysis would be the
same for even minor uses of defensive force.73
We are now in a position to consider Aquinas's answer to the question
that has been the focus of our inquiry, namely whether the State has an obligation to extend a legal right of self-defense to its citizens. As we have
seen, Aquinas does not recognize a naturalentitlement on the part of private
individuals to kill other human beings in self-defense. One might think,
then, that it is perfectly permissible for the State to protect the aggressor if it
wishes, since his victim has no right to kill him. But there are restrictions
on what the State may do to its subjects by way of punishment. For example, it is never permissible to kill (or harm) the innocent-recall that the
logic of override based on community welfare applies only to killing sinners.74 Arguably, then, the State would sin were it to put to death a person
who had killed another in self-defense. What about lesser punishment,
however, such as imprisonment? Could the State punish a person for acting
in his own defense, say, by locking him up for an extended period of time?
73 Consider,for example,Aquinas'sremarksaboutthe rightsof parentsor mastersto disciplinetheirchildrenor slaves with physicalforce. ThereAquinassuggeststhe need for the
sort of reasoningthat we otherwisefind only in the case of the powerof the statesmanover
citizensof the state. As he says:
[I]t is not lawfulfor a manto strikeanother,unlesshe have some powerover the one
whom he strikes. And since the child is subjectto the powerof the parent,andthe
slave to the powerof his master,a parentcan lawfullystrikehis child, and a master
his slave thatinstructionmaybe enforcedby correction.
Id. question65, art.3, at 1468.
4
See id. question64, art.6, at 1464-65 (notingthat"it is in no way lawful to slay the
innocent"). Thus, even if the good of the communityrequiredkilling an innocent,it would
not be opento a rulerto do so.
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From our discussion of maiming, it would appear not. For although the
prohibition on lesser harms could be overridden if the good of the community required it, an innocent self-defender is not like a gangrenous limbharming him could not be necessary for the good of the community, since
he is a "healthy member" and thus contributes to its good. In this way, we
can once again derive an obligation on the part of the State to extend a legal
right to self-defense. The source of the legal right is the limitation on the
State's legitimate authority, stemming from the sorts and sources of justificatory override to which State actors have access.75
Both Hobbes and Aquinas thus think the obligation on the part of the
State to extend a right of self-defense to its citizens stems from an independent limitation on what the State, bound as it is to God, may legitimately
do. They then derive the necessity of a legal right to self-defense from this
limitation on State authority: citizens must be thought of as having a right
to do that which the State has no right to stop them from doing. Both
authors in effect make the Moral Obligation Argument run in reverse: they
arguefrom limitations on State authority to the existence of a legal right to
self-defense. The limitation on State authority, in turn, is based on the existence of a moral permission, rather than a right, on the part of citizens to
engage in self-defensive acts. Unfortunately, however, secular political
philosophy cannot make great use of either solution, since the relevant limiting principle on State authority is the idea that sovereigns have duties to
God. The question, then, is whether we might take instruction from the
structureof these two accounts, at the same time that we attempt to discover
a secular basis for the limitation on state authority instead.

7But the followingdifficultyarises: is it not also natural,andhence lawful,for a sinner
to seek his own preservation?And if a condemnedman,for example,may seek his own preservation,wouldnot the State'sjustificationfor takinghis life not evaporateas soon as the man
undertookto defendhimselfagainstthe State'sattack? Aquinasrecognizesthe problem,and
directlyaddressesit in the FourthArticleof Question69, wherehe asks whethera man condemnedto deathmay lawfullydefendhimself if he has the abilityto do so. His negativeanswer to this questionis explainedby the fact that if a man is justly condemned,"it is lawful
for thejudge to combathis resistanceby force, so thaton his partthe fight is unjust,andconsequentlywithoutanydoubthe sins." Id. question69, art.4, at 1486. Thismay not seem like
muchof an explanation,but it is in factthe assertionof a dutycorrelativewith the rightof the
judge to punish,a dutyon the partof the condemnedmanof noninterference.Aquinasthinks
it is sufficientthatthejudge isjustifiedin puttingthe sinnerto deathto show thatthe sinneris
not in turnjustifiedin defendinghimself. UnlikeHobbes,then,Aquinasdoes not thinkit possible for one personto be justified in doing somethingand for anotherto be justified in rewe might say thatAquinasretains
sisting him. Puttingmatterssomewhatanachronistically,
the idea of rights,wherethey apply,as correlativewith duties. But he does not thinkof the
permissibilityof self-defenseas a matterof right.
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V. SELF-DEFENSEAS A LIBERTYRIGHT: A MODERNACCOUNT

As we have seen, the problemof whetherthe Statehas an obligationto
extenda rightof self-defenseto its citizensarises quite urgentlyon the picture of self-defense as a libertyright. The entitlementone has to act in
one's own defense, on this view, is merelythe expressionof a permissible
preferencefor one's own life over the lives of others. A mere permission
does not compelanyone,least of all the State,to respectconductin its exercise. If the recognitionof a rightto self-defense were ever to be thought
mandatoryon this view, it would haveto be becausethe permissibleinterest
a persontakes in her own welfareconstitutesa normativeconstrainton the
politicalentityof which such a personis a member. The problemwe must
address,then, is how a moralpermissionto do somethingcan everjustify a
personin claimingan entitlementto do the same in civil society.
In this light, the questionof the State's obligationto establisha legal
rightto self-defensehas a quitedifferentshapefromthe moder philosophiof thatproblem. The questionnow takes on the formof a
cal understanding
standardproblemin legal theory: when is it legitimatefor the Stateto outlaw conductthat is not otherwiseimpermissible?It is not morallyimpermissible,for example,to driveon the left ratherthanon the right(assuming
there are no prelegalcoordinationpracticesalreadyin place), or to fail to
file a tax return,or to fail to comply with any numberof otherrestrictions,
unless and untilthe Statemakesit impermissibleto do these things.76The
question,then, is whetherself-defenseis one more morallyunobjectionable
practicethe State is entitledto restrict,or even outlaw, if State interests
wouldbe advancedby doing so. Maythe Stateoutlawself-defense,the way
it may outlawdrivingon the left?
We are accustomedto being able to say that whetherthe State may or
may not outlaw morallypermissibleconductdependson whetherthe conduct is the sortto which the agenthas a right. By assertingthe existenceof
a moralrightto self-defense,we thus suggest the existence of a significant
ruleslike trafficlaws and laws establishing
gap betweencoordination-based
a rightto self-defense. On a liberty-rightpicture,by contrast,the interestan
agenttakes in herown life wouldbe somethingto weigh alongsideotherlegitimate interests. Individualshave, as philosopherssometimes say, an
"agent-relativereason"to prefersavingtheir own lives over the life of an-

76

Once illegal, it may becomeimmoralto violatethe norm. It becomesimmoral,thatis,
only if thereis a moraldutyto obey the law. This is not the sortof moralimpermissibilityat
issue, however.
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other.77 If the State has an obligation to extend a legal right of self-defense,
it is because its citizens have a liberty to act on the basis of such reasons that
the State may not frivolously invade.
We might begin by asking, then, what reasons the State might have for
restricting the liberty of its citizens to defend their own lives. The first reason is suggested by our previous discussion: the exercise of one liberty may
make the exercise of another more difficult, and thus the State may decide
to restrict some liberties in order to allow for the fuller exercise of others.
The second, and perhaps most common, reason for restricting a liberty is
that the liberty may conflict with a claim right.78 A claim right should
dominate a liberty right with which it conflicts. A third reason the State
might want to restrict a liberty is that doing so may make society better off
as a whole. As Hobbes recognized, the benefits of cooperation cannot be
gained if people have an unfettered liberty to act on their morally permissible preferences.79
We have already considered instances in which the first and second
types of reasons provide a basis for limiting the right to self-defense. As we
saw in the cases of the innocent threat and the innocent shield, one person's
liberty to defend herself might conflict with the liberty of another to do the
same. I have suggested that in such cases, the State may have good grounds
for choosing one person's liberty right over the other's. More compelling
still are cases in which the liberty to defend oneself conflicts with a claim
right. For example, suppose human beings have a right to life.80 I have
suggested that this right might be stronger than the right to self-defense and
that therefore the State may limit the entitlement to defend oneself with
force when it conflicts with the right to life of a bystander. But we have not
yet explored how reasons of the third type would interact with the liberty to
defend oneself.
It would be natural to suppose that self-defensive entitlements would
normally conflict with considerations of collective welfare. Welfare considerations would thus provide a basis for restricting the legal right to self-

77 The expression "agent-relativereasons"was introducedby Derek Parfit. DEREK
PARFIT,REASONSANDPERSONS143 (1984) (defining agent-relative reasons as "reasons only

for the agent,"meaningreasonsthataretiedto a particularpointof view).
78 We need not answerthe
questionof whetherthereareany naturalrightsof this sort,for
such a rightneednot be a naturalone.
79 InvokingHobbes's point in this context may be somewhatmisleading,for Hobbes
thoughtthatany actionwouldbe morallypermissiblein a stateof nature,whereaswe arenot
presupposingsuch a broadview of moralpermissibility.It is thus less obviousfor us thanit
was for Hobbesthatmorallibertiesmustbe restrictedfor the sakeof cooperativesocial gains.
80 I suggestthis for purposesof exampleonly. I remainagnosticon whetherhumanbeings do have a rightto life, andif theydo, whetherit has the featuresthatclaimrightsdo.
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defense. From this perspective, the liberty-rightpicture of self-defense may
seem problematic, for a liberty right will not resist considerations of collective welfare in the way that a claim right would. A mere liberty to defend
oneself is not a "trump"in the way that some think of claim rights.81
The liberty to defend one's life with force, however, need not be a general Hobbesian entitlement to do whatever is conducive to one's preservation. Individuals need not have a liberty to do everything the State does not
forbid them from doing. And when the liberty of self-defense is conceived
as a limited entitlement, the following general claim becomes plausible:
considerations of collective welfare support, rather than conflict with, allowing individuals to act in their own defense. The reason for this is that
allowing citizens to defend their lives with force is itself of value to the
common good. This is, of course, not the value of an act of self-defense to
the individual actor of saving her own life. For an individual's reason for
preferring her own life to the lives of others is not an objective assertion of
the value of such an act. Nor is it the value of people acting in their own
defense. For the value of allowing people to act in their own defense is
likely to be different from the value of their so acting. The value of selfdefensive acts must be a part of assessing the value of allowing people to act
in their own defense. It would, for example, contribute to the value of allowing people to act in self-defense if acting in this way were valuable. But
it could still be valuable for a State to allow its citizens to do things that are
not in and of themselves valuable at all. It could even be valuable for a
State to allow its citizens to do things it would be better they did not do.
Now it is worth pausing for a moment, for someone might argue that
the only reason that allowing citizens to defend themselves is valuable is
that acts of self-defense are themselves valuable. Indeed, there is a tradition
in criminal law theory that sees self-defense, as well as the criminal law's
other so-called "justification defenses," in these terms.82 This tradition
seeks to derive the rationale for justification defenses from an overall conception of the criminal law as seeking to minimize social harm. Accordingly, where a defendant has benefited, rather than harmed, society, he
should be able to assert a justification as a defense to his violation of the

81

See DWORKIN,supra note 14, at xi (1977) (assertingthat "[i]ndividualrightsare politicaltrumpsheld by individuals").In an earliernote,however,I rejectedthe ideaof rightsas
trumps,for I suggestedthat it might be permissiblefor the parentto infringethe property
owner's rightto have otherskeep off his land even if the parentonly had strongreasonsof
utiliy, butno right,to crossthe land. See supranote 39.
See 1 ROBINSON,
supranote 54, ? 24(a) ("Whenconductis deemedjustified,it is, by
definition,conductthatcreatesa net benefitto society.").
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prohibition.83 Indeed, on this view, a justification simply marks the limits
of the various offense definitions to which it applies.
The central difficulty for the social welfare approach to justification is
not surprisingly the existence of self-defense among the justification defenses, and in particular,the availability of that defense against innocent aggressors. For it cannot be generally maintained that killing a child or a
madman inflicts no social harm, or that social welfare would always be
better served by preserving one's own life at the expense of the attacker in
such situations.84 Would it really benefit society for a victim to turn a machine gun on a mob of very young children who have gained access to their
parents' weapons? Turning from an act to a rule-utilitarian formulation
does not improve matters much: there is no reason to think that a rule that
allows the killing of innocent attackers by those they threaten would be
preferable from the standpoint of social utility to a rule that did not.85 What
the welfare theorist needs, then, is to revise his conception of the objects
over which considerations of social welfare range: it is the State's interest
in allowing individuals to act on the basis of the morally permissible interest
they take in their own well-being that must be weighed against the reasons
the State has for forbidding them from doing so.
Thus far I have claimed that the State has an interest in giving broad
scope to the moral permission that individuals have to act on their preferences for their own lives and bodily integrity. I have not, however, suggested in what that interest consists. Let me now offer a second claim: The
State would enfeeble its authority were it to forbid its citizens from acting
on reasons of this sort where there is no compelling countervailing reason to
forbid it. A prohibition that significantly impaired each citizen's ability to
83 See, e.g., Paul H. Robinson,A Theoryof Justification:SocietalHarmas a Prerequisitefor CriminalLiability,23 UCLAL. REV.266, 291-92 (1975) (presenting"anew theoryof
the principleof justification.... [which]excludes from the jurisdictionof the criminallaw
those cases where a defendant engages in conduct which the code prohibits, but
which ... does not in factharmsocietyor its membersandwhichthereforeshouldnot be prohibitedor punished").The modelfor this conceptionof justificationis the necessitydefense:
a personwho bums down a field to createa firebreakin orderto preventa town frombeing
consumedby fire violatesthe law in orderto improvesocial welfare. Since the propertylaw
he violatedhas social welfareas its aim, the actor arguablyhas not done anythingthat the
prohibitionwas intendedto discourage.
84 The accountis moreconvincingwhereculpableaggressorsareconcerned.
85 Such a rulemightbe defendedon the groundsthatit is not alwayseasy to tell whether
one's attackeris insaneor mistaken.But the epistemicargumentis difficultto applyto infantile aggressors,whosediminishedcapacityis likely to be readilyapparentto thosethey attack.
SanfordH. Kadishhas amplydetailedthe objectionsto the idea thatwe can accountfor selfdefenseby sayingthat"thelife of the victim is of greatervaluethanthatof the attacker"in his
Respectfor Life and Regardfor Rights in the CriminalLaw, 64 CAL.L. REV.871, 882
(1976).
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defendhis own life withouta strong,principledbasis for its adoptionwould
lack normativeauthorityfor those who must live by its rule. This is not
particularto the interestagentshave in theirown preservation.A law mandatingdrivingon the rightwould similarlylack normativeauthorityif the
interferencewith personalpreferencewere not justifiablein terms of some
readilyidentifiablepublicgood. Forthe most part,however,thereis no difficulty respectingthe authorityof the Stateto legislate traffic laws, for the
State'sinterestin coordinatinga dangerousactivityis very high, indeedsignificantlyhigherthanany interestit wouldnormallyhave in forbiddingselfdefensiveconduct.
We still seem to have stoppedshort,however,of arguingthatthe State
has an obligationto extenda rightof self-defenseto its citizens. Why, after
all, does the fact that the State would damage its own authorityby overregulatingthe libertiesof its citizens suggest an obligation on the State's
partnot to overregulate?How can what appearsto be a prudentialconsiderationfor legislatorssupplya limitationon the sortsof laws it is legitimate
for a Stateto enact? The questionwe must now ask, and only partiallybegin to answer,is whetherthe Statehas an obligationto protectits own normative authority. What follows is the outline of an argumentthat says it
does.
A Statelackingin normativeauthoritymustruleto a greatextentby coercion and force, ratherthan by persuasionand appeal. In the absence of
normativeauthority,that is, the Statemust limit the libertiesof its citizens
quite sharply,since it cannottrustthem to conformto the dictatesof law
withoutthe constantthreatof sanction. A Statethat possesses such authority, by contrast,can leave moreto self-regulation.It is only at the margins
thatcompliancewith the law will requirephysicalrestraint.In short,a State
that has preservedits normativeauthoritycan legislate in a way that gives
maximumscope to the libertiesof its citizens. Since citizens have an interest in living in a regimewith more libertyratherthan less, they also have a
reasonto prefera Statethatpreservesits authorityby respectingtheirliberties.
Philosophersoften conceive of law's authorityas coercive. It is not
surprising,then, that many also thinkthatthe reasonthe State oughtnot to
outlaw self-defenseis thatit could not expect conformityto its dictatesif it
did. JeremyBentham,for example,arguesthat punishmentshould not be
inflicted where the agent was under"thepredominantinfluence of some
oppositecause uponthe will," such as in cases of physicaldangeror threat-
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ened harm by another person.86 The explanation he offers for this is that
punishment in such cases would be ineffectual, since the conduct in question
is not deterrable. If Bentham's thought rests on the general proposition that
we cannot expect conformity to a law to which it would not be in an agent's
interest to conform, however, the claim is too strong.87 The point of thinking of law as having normative authority is that an agent may conform because she regards herself as bound. She may accept the law, in H.L.A.
Hart's terminology, from the "internalpoint of view."88 Hart thinks it is not
necessary for ordinary citizens to accept the law in this way; only the relevant officials need see themselves as bound. But even if Hart was right to
think that a mature system of law does not depend on a pervasive acceptance of law from the internal point of view, he would probably have
thought a regime in which such acceptance were widespread as better than
one in which it were not. For such a regime is one in which citizens can be
left at greater liberty.
While it is not surprising that Bentham thinks conformity to law depends on a congruence between obedience and self-interest, it is somewhat
surprising to see Kant making a similar argument. He writes:
[T]herecanbe nopenal law thatwouldassignthe deathpenaltyto someonein
a shipwreckwho, in orderto save his own life, shovesanother,whoselife is
equallyin danger,off a plankon whichhe hadsavedhimself. Forthepunishmentthreatened
by the law couldnot be greaterthanthe loss of his own life.
A penallawof this sortcouldnothavethe effectintended,sincea threatof an
evil thatis still uncertain(deathby 9udicialverdict)cannotoutweighthe fear
of anevil thatis certain(drowning).
Kant of course drew a sharp distinction between duties of justice and
duties of virtue, or for our purposes, legal and moral obligations, and his
point here is meant to apply in the former realm. This does not solve the
difficulty, however, because the passage suggests that conformity to the
law, as such, could not be the subject of a moral duty. For if there were a
moral duty to follow the law, Kant would surely want to say that a moral
person could conform to the law even in the face of a strong inclination to
86

JEREMYBENTHAM,THEPRINCIPLES
OFMORALSANDLEGISLATION
? 3, at 174 (Haf-

ner Publ'gCo. 1948)(1823).
87
The argumentis weak for anotherreasonthatwe touchedon above: punishmentcan
always be madeworse. One could, for example,add tortureand humiliationto death. See
supranote 16. In theory,then, any conductcan be deterred.Bentham,however,apparently
did not noticethis point.
88 H.L.A.

HART,THE CONCEPTOF LAW 89 (2d ed. 1994) (explaining the notion of an

"internalpointof view").

89 IMMANUEL
KANT, The Metaphysical First Principles of the Doctrine of Right, in THE

OFMORALS
METAPHYSICS
60 (MaryGregortrans.,CambridgeUniv. Press1991)(1785).
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the contrary. Indeed, Kant would have to allow that conformity to the law
would be all the more worthy if it flew in the face of self-interest. For a
virtuous person would obey the moral obligation to follow the law, regardless of whether it was in his interest to do so.
If it is possible for the law to operate more by persuasion than by force,
it is plausible to think the State has a duty to refrain from unduly burdening
the permissible interest an agent takes in her own welfare. The argument
for this claim is not a moral one, as it is on a Lockean picture of rights. Nor
can the act of self-defense be directly vindicated by considerations of utility.
Rather, it is an argument about the conditions of political legitimacy for a
liberal state: a liberal state should seek to preserve its normative authority
by giving as broad scope as possible to the liberties of citizens while maintaining respect for their rights and maximizing their welfare. It is the interest of citizens in their own liberty that demands it.
VI. SOMEFURTHERTHOUGHTS: THE LEGALRIGHT

I have focused on the implications of different conceptions of the moral
right to self-defense for the question of whether the State has an obligation
to extend a legal right to the same. I have mostly omitted exploration of the
legal right itself. As it turns out, however, the dominant theoretical treatment of the legal entitlement also takes a claim-right approach. Criminal
law theorists conceive of self-defense as a justification, and they have the
same picture of legal justification that philosophers have of the notion of
moral right. A legal justification is an entitlement to do something that is
stronger than a mere permission. It imposes restrictions on the otherwise
permissible conduct of others, such as that no one may interfere with its exercise or that there is a right to third-partyassistance.90 A legal excuse, by
contrast, is roughly the idea of a moral permission: it suggests that the violation of the law is tolerable, even if not necessarily commendable, and consequently it is not deserving.of punishment. Where excuses are concerned,
however, there is no entitlement to violate the law that can be asserted
against the conflicting entitlements of other agents.9l In describing self90 Legal theoriststhinkthatif a personhas a justificationdefense for a given act, no one
may interferewith its performance.See 1 ROBINSON,
supranote 54, ? 36(a)(2) ("Wherean
aggressorhas a justificationdefense, the properrule is clear: justified aggressionshould
see also FLETCHER, supra note 45,
never be lawfullysubjectto resistanceor interference.");
? 10.1.1. They also thinkthatthirdpartiesmay assista firstpartyin accomplishinga justified
act, that is, thatthirdpartyrightsof assistancetrackthe firstparty'sjustification. See supra
note 54.
91 Often the notionof a
legal excuse is explainedby saying thatthe excused conductis
a claimof excuse constill blameworthy.See FLETCHER,supranote 45, ? 10.3 ("Interposing
cedes that there is a wrong to be excused."). I reject this formulation,however,because I
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defenseas a justification,ratherthanas an excuse, legal theoristsattemptto
accountfor the same featuresof the defensethatlead the moralphilosopher
to treat self-defense as a claim ratherthan a liberty right. Criminallaw
scholarsgenerallyfavorthis view of the legal rightover the social welfare
accountwe touchedon earlier.92
In my view, however,the theoristwho thinksof justificationin termsof
social welfarehas graspedan importantaspectof the criminallaw correctly:
both offenses and defensesshouldbe understoodagainstthe backgroundof
a view of the criminallaw as servingpublicpurposes. Thatis, the criminal
law serves primarilyto protectand to vindicatethe welfare of the State,
conceived as having a certainstructuralindependencefrom the welfare of
its members. The rights-basedview, by contrast,reflectsa privateconception of the criminallaw, one thatsees the criminallaw as servingto protect
andadvancethe interestsof privatecitizens. One increasinglyfinds, for example,the advancementof a rights-basedconceptionof self-defenseamong
those who call for attentionto a set of supposedrights on the part of victims.93 But on the traditionalpublicconceptionof criminallaw, individual
victimshave little moreplace in the processthanotherprivatecitizensdo.94
The pointof the criminalsanctionis not for individualvictimsto find vindication througha state-suppliedmechanismfor redress,but ratherfor the
Stateto advanceits interestsas guardianof the commongood.95
It is importantto stress,however,thatthe advancementof publicinterest involvedin grantinga legal rightto self-defenseis indirect;it is, in the
first instance,the individual'sgood that the right advances. The public
good is advancedonly because,underthe circumstances,it is in the public's
interestto allow individualsto advancetheirown good. Defenses such as
law enforcementandpublicnecessity,by contrast,mustbe explaineddifferently. A policeman'sentitlementto make a lawful arrestrepresentsa determinationby the Statethatthe publicgood requiresthe arrest,not merely
thatit is in the public'sinterestto refrainfromprohibitingit. The difference
thinkit is bothunclearwhat is meantby sayingthatthe conductis wrongor blameworthyin
this contextand becausethereseem to be instancesin which the claim, on any reasonable
formulation,is false. Someonewho participatesin a nonviolentcrimebecauseof a threatof
seriousinjuryto a loved one has an excuse of "duress,"but it would surelybe wrongto describehis conductas blameworthy.
92 See supranote 82 andaccompanyingtext (explainingthe theorythatcitizensshouldbe
allowedto defendthemselvesbecausethe actsof self-defensearethemselvesvaluable).
93
VICTIMS'
See, e.g., GEORGEFLETCHER,WITH JUSTICEFOR SOME: PROTECTING
RIGHTSINCRIMINAL
TRIALS188 (1995).
94 Theirspecialrole, if any, is limitedto theirusefulnessas witnesses.

95 I developthese considerationsfurtheras they applyto the theoryof offense definition
in Claire0. Finkelstein,PositivismAboutthe Notionof an Offense,87 CAL.L. REV.(forthcoming 1999)(manuscripton file with author).
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between the two cases is apparent from the fact that while it may be in the
State's interest to refrain from forbidding self-defense in certain situations,
it would presumably never be in the State's interest to require it. A police
officer's actions, by contrast, are not merely too costly to prohibit-they are
themselves required by a correct evaluation of what the public interest requires.
Elsewhere, I have distinguished self-defense from the law's other justifications by suggesting that self-defense might be thought an excuse rather
than a justification.96 I have argued that self-defense is not in principle different from duress and other "personal necessity" defenses, typically
thought of as excuses.97 The view of self-defense as a liberty right in morals and as an excuse in law are not mutually entailing. It would be possible,
for example, to think the moral entitlement a mere permission at the same
time that one regarded the legal entitlement as a justification. Both in morals and in law, however, the weaker view of the entitlement makes more
sense when one also adopts the broad view of self-defense we have considered.

96

See generallyFinkelstein,supra note 45. At least one othercommentatorappearsto
supportthe positionas well. See CathrynJo Rosen, TheExcuseof Self-Defense: Correcting
a HistoricalAccidenton Behalf of Battered WomenWhoKill, 36 AM. U. L. REV.11, 17
(1986) (arguing"thatclassifyingself-defenseas an excuse will resultin morejustice for battered women who kill withoutthreateningimportantvalues promotedby the criminallaw,
such as the suppressionof privateretaliationandthe sanctityof humanlife"). Some scholars
accept self-defenseas an excuse for some subsetof the cases in which the defense applies.
See, e.g., LarryAlexander,Self-Defense,Justification,and Excuse,22 PHIL.& PUB.AFF.53,
64-65 (1993).
9In particular,I called defenses like self-defenseand duress"rational"excuses. See
Finkelstein,supranote 45, at 623. This is becausethey applyto intentionalactionsand depend on the contentof an agent's reasonfor acting. They arethus manifestlyunlikethe excuses of insanityor infancy,wherethe excusingconditionexoneratesbecauseit suggeststhat
the conductis less thanfully rational.

